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Mr. Scott Robinson
400 E. University Way
MC 106 - MS7460
Ellensburg, WA 98926-7460

Jan.30, 2007

Re: Debra Susi
Dear Mr. Robinson:
This letter is to inform you that The Waterville Opera House has hired Debra Susi to be
the artistic director for the spring production of"Joseph and The Amazing Technicolor
Dreamcoat".
The show will open on April 27, 2007 and closes on May 6, 2007 for a run of 6
performances.
We understand that you will be traveling to our area to view and judge the production,
and my office would be happy to assist you in your travel plans and make hotel
arrangements for you. Please send on your itinerary and we will let you know what the
options available are.
Looking forward to meeting you in the spring.

Executive Director
Waterville Opera House

January 2007
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20
Auditions
Children's chorus
10:00

21
Auditions
Principals and men's
chorus 1:00 - 3:00
Female chorus
3:00- 5:00

22
General Auditions
6:00- 8:30

23
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25
Callbacks
6:00
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27
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29

30

31
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Tentative Rehearsal Schedule for Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat
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9

10

PLEASE NOTE:
1) Schedule is subject to change based on space availability and show rehearsal needs.
2) Show Choreography Rehearsal Blocks will take place on Sunday's, however, these are
flexible. Natalya will be adding additional sessions after meeting with actors.
4

5
Principals - PLEASE
Pick up librettos and
CD's

6

7

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18
1:00- 3:30
First Read Through
Costume
Measurements

19
Music
Rehearsal
6:00-8:30

20

21
Music Rehearsal
6:00- 8:00

22
Music Rehearsal
6:00- 8:00

23

24

25
1:00-4:00
Music Rehearsal &
Choreography
1:00 - 3:00 Children's
chorus

26
Music Rehearsal

27

28
Children's chorus
6:00- 8:30

6:00- 8:30

March 2007
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4
1:00-4:00
Music and
Choreography
1:00 - 3:00 children's
chorus

5
Music Rehearsal

11
1:00-4:00
Music and
Choreography
1:00-3:00
Children's chorus

12
Music/Blocking
Rehearsal

18
1:00-4:00
Music and
Choreography
1:00- 3:00
Children's chorus

19
Music Rehearsal

25
1:00-4:00
Music and
Choreography
1:00- 3:00
Children's chorus

26
Music/Blocking
Rehearsal
6:00- 8:30
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Music Rehearsal
6:00- 8:30
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3
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Children's chorus
6:00- 8:30

8
Music Rehearsal
6:00- 8:30

9

10
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Children's Chorus
6:00- 8:30

15
Music/ Blocking
Rehearsal
6:00- 8:30

16

17

20
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Children's Chorus
6:00- 8:30

22
Music/ Blocking
Rehearsal
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23

24
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Children's Chorus
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29
Music / blocking
Rehearsal
6:00- 8:30

30

31

6:00- 8:30
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Choreography/
Blocking
1:00-4:00
Children' Chorus

2
Music/Blocking
6:00- 8:30

3

4
Children's Chorus
6:00- 8:30

5
Music /Blocking
6:00- 8:30

6

7

8
Run Act I

9
Run Act I

10

11
Run Act II

12
Run Act II

13

14

15
Run Show

16
Run Show

17

18
Children's Chorus

19
Run Show

20
Dry Tech w/Chad

21 TECH
10:00- 5:00

22UPWEEK
1:00-9:00

29
Show2:00

23
Tech
6:00-10:00

30

24
Tech
6:00 -10:00

25
Dress w / Orchestra
6:00-10:00

26
Dress w / Orchestra
6:00 - 10:00

27
Show Open
7:30

28
Show
7:30

May 2007
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Music Brush-up
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4
Show
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7:30
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6
Show2:00
Strike and Cast party
following
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Joseph and the Amaz ing Technicolor Dream Coat
Concept Statement
"It was red and yellow and green and brown and scarlet and black and ochre and peach
and ruby and olive and violet and fawn and lilac and gold and chocolate and mauve and cream
and crimson and silver and rose and azure and lemon and russet and grey and purple and white
and pink and orange and blue." (citation Lyrics from "Joseph's Coat")
The plot contains all the dramatic intrigue and fantastical story elements of a best selling novella
or prime-time soap: the young favored child, deep-seeded family rivalries, kidnapping, lies, false
accusations, an arrest, a new identity and an unlikely rise to power and fortune. It is also a tale of
forgiveness, redemption and reconciliation. Based on the same Biblical story from the Old Testament's
Book of Genesis, (chapters 37- 46) and best known as the first musical collaboration between Andrew
Lloyd Webber and Tim Rice, Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat follows Jacob's favorite
son, Joseph, and his polarizing relationship with eleven resentful brothers.
The musical was commissioned and first presented as a cantata at the Colet Court School in
London on March 15 \ 1968 and lasted twenty minutes. The second performance, also by the Colet Court
boys, was on May 12, 1968 at Central Hill Westminster. This time, the performance was reviewed by
Derek Jewell for the London Sunday Times:
Throughout its twenty-minute duration it bristles with wonderfully singable tunes. It entertains. It
communicates instantly, as all good pop should. And it is a considerable piece of barrier-breaking by its
creators, two men in their early twenties -Tim Rice, the lyricist and Andrew Lloyd Webber who wrote
the music. (citation)
Joseph is categorized as an "Immortality musical" - one of three religious/historical musicals
penned by Lloyd Webber and based on Biblical or historical characters. The storybook operetta
introduces a narrator who relates Joseph's musical tale to an on-set group of "school children" (homage to
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the musical's early genesis), inviting children and audience alike to listen and dream, concluding with the
knowledge that a lesson has been taught and learned.
Told through story frame, this cheerful, light-hearted musical is a sung-through, loosely
connected series of novelty numbers containing a pastiche of musical genres: French ballad parody
("Those Canaan Days"), Elvis-inspired rock and roll ("Song of the King"), country western ("One More
Angel In Heaven"), 1920's ragtime ("Potiphar"), and disco ("Go, Go, Go Joseph"). In addition to
including a family-friendly storyline, universal themes and catchy music, Joseph contains a musical
concept that is both circular in nature and structure - an 'aria de capo'. This circuitry is revealed in a line
from a song Joseph sings in the beginning of the musical and then revisits again at the end, "Any Dream
Will Do"; (citation)
'Let us return to the beginning . . . . any dream will do'.
By uniting Tim Rice's original inspiration for his Joseph story, The Wonder Book of Bible
Storie , with the show's sweet childlike tones and energetic, upbeat musical energy, production values
should coalesce and frame up this well-known, familiar tale. It should be as if we, the audience, were
turning pages in a giant Mid-Eastern flavored pop-up book. Each new musical number, with its own
unique musical motif and design signature, should elicit surprise and squeals of delight, allowing us
perhaps to revisit our own inner child and see the world around us newborn. The overall effect of music,
lights, set, costumes and choreography should be a "Technicolor Dreamcoat" of well-woven, musical
storytelling.
Platforms for the children's chorus might be painted to look like stacked books with titles
representing various stories within the show: "Any Dream Will Do" ,"Jacob's Sons", "Canaan Days",
"Pyramids of Egypt", "Joseph's Journeys", etc. These should be located along the outside edges of the
apron far stage right and left, hugging the outer most edges of the orchestra pit and extending to the floor,
allowing easy access to both house and stage.
The first act focuses on the children and audience listening to the 'telling of a story'; the second
act moves the show beyond storytelling and into the environment of the second act's setting - Egypt. This
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duality should be supported with a simple, yet functional set design that can serve multiple functions and
represent various locations while sustaining the show's numerous musical themes. To help create a sense
of desert-like expanse, side drops might be rolling hills of desert-toned sand. Located upstage center there
could be a multi-functional semi-curricular shape ramped platform, visually supporting the show's
circular theme and structure. This structure could be used as a level with an additional center entrance, as
well as a location for housing various show props, roll-ons and special lighting effects.
Other notable play locations should connect to or be played around this center-piece: Canaan morphing from rolling hills and palm trees into a western landscape with hay and cactus (that light up?)
for the musical number, "One More Angel"; Potifar' s home (perhaps a 20' s infused art-deco roll-on with
futon-type bed for the seduction scene); Joseph's jail (signified with representational blocks and
supported with gobos and light effects); Fly-in disco balls and special effects 'a la 60's/70's style for
"Go, Go, Go, Joseph"; a painted sphinx head (also flown-in) representative of the Pharaoh home and
Joseph's new title; Bistro-type chairs and tables could be used for the show's return to Canaan for "Those
Canaan Days", concluding with the show's final numbers, "Brothers Come to Egypt", "Grovel, Grovel",
"Benjamin Calypso" and "Joseph for All Time" being played in front of the centerpiece.
One need only look to Joseph's multi-colored coat for lighting inspiration ("It was red and yellow
and green ... "). Show locations and songs should be supported thorough a rich, bold, textured, pulsating
kaleidoscope of moving color that frames and shapes musical rhythms, highlights each song's unique
personality and supports the range of show moods and themes.
Costuming should be kept within an authentic silhouette and color palette - pale yellow, orange,
brown, gold, burnt umber, sand and beige. Surprise signature pieces could be added or subtracted (a
cowboy hat, sunglasses, etc.) for effect and emphasis. Larger than life characters should be costumed as
such and while care should be taken not to create 'caricatures', however, a little "Viva Los Vegas" should
prevail! The children's chorus should be kept in jeans or black pants with t-shirts that mirror the show's
title.
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Like the show's production values, choreography should reinforce and underscore the unique
musical personality of each number; cheerleading perhaps for "Go, Go, Go Joseph", Elvis's trademark
hip swivel for "Song of the King" and so forth. Props are encouraged and should be added for further
emphasis and surprise. Since the entire show is sung through, movement from one musical number to
another should be one seamless transition to another. Particular care and oversight should be taken to
ensure communication between choreographers and director is clear when moving from show blocking to
choreographed dance.
One last note - Theatre is art for all world kind and therefore should be accessible to all. Sight
impaired patrons can certainly "hear" the world of the musical - even if they can not "see" the enacted
story. Many theatres provide complementary infrared hearing devices for the hearing impaired. There
µave been no accommodations for the deaf patron at the Waterville Opera House - until now. Two sign
language interpreters should be available for a suggested two performances: one evening and one
matinee. This number would provide opportunities for an evenly distribute show workload while
providing ·occasions for scene interaction that involve interaction between more than one actor. The
culminating result should be a total theatrical presentation for all to enjoy.
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Given Circumstances for the play
Jo eph and The Amazing Technicolm Dreamcoat
Location
The musical numbers mention various locations between Canaan and Egypt beginning
with the opening musical number. The page numbers listed below are the correct listing from the
1997 rented libretto of Jo eph and The Amazing Technicolor Dream.coat beginning with the
show's first musical number "Prologue/Any Dream Will Do". This numbering does not
correspond to the Table of Contents listed in the same libretto.
•

Canaan

o

NARRATOR. "Jacob lived in the land of Canaan" (Lloyd Webber, "Jacob

and Sons"4).

o REUBEN. "Do you remember the good years in Canaan?" ("Those
Canaan Days" 70).

o NARRATOR. "So back in Canaan the future looked rough" ("The
Brothers Come to Egypt" 74).
•

A pit in an undisclosed location away from Canaan

o

NARRATOR. "Next day, far from home" ("Poor, Poor Joseph" 24).

o

NARRATOR. "Tore his coat and flung him in a pit" ("Poor, Poor Joseph"

24).
•

Egypt
o

NARRATOR. "Off to Egypt where Joseph was not keen to go"

"Pyramids" ("Poor, Poor Joseph" 25).
o

NARRATOR. "Joseph was taken to Egypt in chains and sold"
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("Potiphar" 34).

o NARRATOR. "Owned a large percentage of the Nile" ("Potiphar" 36).
o ENSEMBLE. "So Jacob came to Egypt" ("Jacob in Egypt" 89).
o

Bedroom in Potiphar' s palace
- NARRATOR. "In his den below the bedroom" ("Potiphar" 40).

0

Jail
•

CHILDREN'S CHORUS. "Things ain't going well, hey locked up
in a cell" ("Potiphar" 41).

•

NARRATOR. "Now into Joseph's prison cell" ("Go, Go, Go
Joseph" 47).

•

NARRATOR. "Doing time in jail" ( "Pharaoh's Story" 54).

•

BUTLER. "I know of a bloke in jail" ("Poor, Poor Pharaoh" 56).

Date, Time and Year
The performance is approximately eighty minutes long and follows the life and trials of
Joseph, the Dreamer, and his multicolored coat as told in Genesis 37-50.
•

Performance time length
o

NARRATOR. "If by chance you are here for the night, then all I need is an hour

or two" ("Prologue/You are What you Feel" 1 ).
•

When the story takes place
o

NARRATOR. "Way, way back many centuries ago, not long after the Bible
began" ("Jacob & Sons" 4).

o

NARRATOR. "Next day, far from home, the brothers planned the repulsive
crime" ("Poor, Poor Joseph" 24).
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•

Passage of time
o

NARRATOR. "Alone he sat, alone he thought of happy times he used to know"
("Go, Go, Go, Joseph" 46).

o

ENSEMBLE. "Hang on now Joseph you'll make it someday" ("Go, Go, Go,
Joseph" 46).

o

ENSEMBLE. "You and your Dreamcoat ahead of your time" ("Go, Go, Go,
Joseph" 46).

o

NARRATOR & FEMALE ENSEMBLE. "Seven summers on the trot. .... Seven
years of famine followed" ("Stone the Crows" 66).

o

SIMEON. "Do you remember the good years in Canaan?" ("Those Canaan Days"
70).

o

NARRATOR. "The time had come at last to reunite them all again" ("Joseph All
The Time" 87).

Environmental Facts
Environment is an important factor in the story, playing a pivotal role in Joseph's rise to
power and his reunion with his family. Environmental conditions are first mentioned during the
second act during Joseph's interpretation of Pharaoh's dream:

JOSEPH
Seven years of bumper crops are on their way
Years of plenty, endless what and tons of hay
Your farms will boom, there won't be room
To store the surplus food you grow
After that, the future doesn't look so bright
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Egypt's luck will change completely overnight
And famine's hand will stalk the land
With food an all-time low. (62).
o JOSEPH. "Find a man to lead you thorough the famine" ("Pharaoh's Dreams
Explained" 63).
o

NARRATOR & FEMALE ENSEMBLE. "Seven years of famine followed"
("Stone the Crows" 66).

o NARRATOR. How had famine hit the family Joseph left behind? ("Stone the
Crows" 68-69).
o

SIMEON. "Now the fields are dead and bare" ("Those Canaan Days" 70).

o

SIMEON. "No one comes to dinner now. We'd only eat them anyhow" ("Those
Canaan Days" 71).

o

BROTHERS. "For the famine has caught us unprepared" ("The Brothers Come to
Egypt" 74).

o BROTHERS. "We'll starve if we stay around here" ("The Brothers Come to
Egypt" 74).
Political Environment
•

NARRATOR. "Joseph, Jacob's favorite son" ("Jacob & Sons" 6).

•

JACOB. "Joseph was my joy because he reminded me of her" ("Joseph's Coat" 8).

•

NARRATOR. "It made the rest feel second best" ("Joseph's Coat" 8-9).

•

BROTHERS. "Being told we're also-rans doesn't make us Joseph fans" ("Joseph's Coat"
9).

•

BROTHERS. "We're great guys but no one seems to notice" ("Joseph's Coat" 9).
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•

NARRATOR. "And his father couldn't see the danger. He could not imagine any danger.
" ("Joseph's Coat"9).

•

NARRATOR. "Joseph's brothers weren't too pleased with what they saw" ("Joseph's
Coat" 12).

•

BROTHERS. "We had never liked him all that much before. And now this coat has got
our goat. We feel life is unfair" ("Joseph's Coat" 12).

•

NARRATOR. "When Joseph graced the scene his brothers turned a shade of green"
("Joseph's Coat" 12).

•

NARRATOR. "Joseph's coat annoyed his brothers" ("Joseph's Dreams" 19).

•

BROTHERS. "But what makes us mad are the things that Joseph tells us of the dreams
he's often had." ("Joseph's Dreams"19).

•

BROTHERS. "It seem to us that Joseph and his dreams should disappear" ("Josephs'
Dreams" 20).

•

BROTHERS. "For there's eleven ofus and there's only one of him" ("Joseph's Dreams"
22).

•

BROTHERS. "But one thing we are sure about the dreamer has to go!" ("Joseph's
Dreams" 23).

•

NARRATOR. "The next day far from home the brothers planned the repulsive crime"
("Poor, Poor Joseph" 24).

•

BROTHERS. "Let's grab him now, do him in while we've got the time" ("Poor, Poor
Joseph" 24}.

•

BROTHERS. "Let's leave him here, all alone, and he's bound to die" ("Poor, Poor
Joseph" 24).
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•

BROTHERS. "We need cash! Let's sell him if we can" ("Poor, Poor Joseph" 24).

•

NARRATOR. "Potiphar had made a hug pile, owned a large percentage of the Nile"
("Potiphar"36).

•

POTIPHAR. "Joseph I'll see you rot in jail" ("Potiphar" 41).

•

JOSEPH. "For we have been promised a land of our own" ("Close Every Door" 45).

•

NARRATOR. "Pharaoh, he was a powerful man with the ancient world in the palm of his
hand" ("Pharaoh Story" 53).

•

NARRATOR. "No one had rights or a vote but the king. In fact you could say he was
fairly right-wing" ("Pharaoh Story" 53).

•

NARRATOR. "If you ever find yourself near Ramses, get down on your knees"
("Pharaoh Story" 53).

•

NARRATOR & ENSEMBLE. "And a man who can interpret could go far, could become
a star, could be famous, could be a big success, could be a star" ("Pharaoh Story" 54).

•

PHARAOH. "You shall lead us through this crisis. You shall be my number two"("Stone
the Crows" 65).

•

FEMALE ENSEMBLE. "We're so glad you came our way. We would have perished
without you" ("Stone the Crows" 67).

•

NARRATOR. "So they all lay before Joseph's feet" ("The Brothers Come to Egypt" 75).

•

BROTHERS. "Mighty Prince, give us something to eat" (The Brothers Come to Egypt"
75).

•

JOSEPH. "You could be spies" ("Grovel, Grovel" 77).

•

BROTHERS. "We count for nothing when up next to you" ("Grovel, Grovel" 77).

•

BROTHERS. "Worship, worship, beg, kneel, sponge, crawl" ("Grovel, Grovel" 77).
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•

NARRATOR. "Each of the Brothers fell to his knees" ("Who's the Thief' 83).

Economic Environment
•

BROTHERS. "Joseph's coat was elegant, the cut was fine" ("Joseph's Coat" 10).

•

BROTHERS. "We need cash! Let's sell him if we can" ("Poor, Poor, Joseph"24).

•

NARRATOR. "Silver coins for Jacob's favorite son" ("Poor, Poor, Joseph" 26).

•

NARRATOR. "He was one of Egypt's millionaires having made a fortune buying shares
in Pyramids " ("Potiphar" 35).

•

POTIPHAR. "Meant that I could really live in style" ("Potiphar" 36).

•

NARRATOR. "Potiphar was counting shekels" ("Potiphar" 40).

•

NARRATOR. "Suddenly he knew his riches couldn't buy him what he wanted"
("Potiphar" 40).

•

NARRATOR & FEMALE ENSEMBLE. "A chariot of gold, a cloak, a medal and some
signet rings" ("Stone the Crows" 65-66).

•

SIMEON. "Our extravagant, elegant soirees" ("Those Canaan Days" 71).

•

BROTHERS. "But in Egypt there's food going spare" (The Brothers Come to Egypt"
74).

•

ENSEMBLE. "In his chariot of gold" ("Jacob in Egypt" 90).

Social Environment
•

JOSEPH. "Far, far away, someone was weeping" ("Any Dream Will Do" 2).

•

JOSEPH & CHILDREN. "The world and I, we are still waiting" ("Any Dream Will Do"
3).

•

NARRATOR. "Jacob, Jacob and sons, spent all of their days in the fields with sheep"
("Jacob & Sons" 4).
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•

JACOB. "Joseph's mother, she was quite my favorite wife" ("Joseph's Coat" 8).

•

NARRATOR. "It made the rest feel second best" ("Joseph's Coat" 9).

•

NARRATOR. "And his father couldn't see the danger" ("Joseph's Coat" 9).

•

JOSEPH. "I look handsome, I look smart I am a walking work of art" ("Joseph's Coat"
13).

•

NARRATOR. "Joseph's brothers weren't too pleased with what they saw" ("Joseph's
Coat" 12).

•

BROTHERS. "But what makes us mad are the things that Joseph tells us of the dreams
he's often had" ("Joseph's Dreams" 19).

•

JOSEPH. "Your eleven sheaves of com all turned and bowed to mine" ("Joseph's
Dreams" 19).

•

BROTHERS. "The writing on the wall means that Joseph some day soon will rise about
us all" ("Joseph's Dreams" 22).

•

BROTHERS. "But one thing we are sure about, the dreamer has to go!" ("Joseph's
Dreams" 23).

•

NARRATOR. "Next day, far from home, the brothers planned the repulsive crime"
("Poor, Poor, Joseph" 24).

•

LEVI. "You know you had a dozen sons, but now that's not quite true" ("One More
Angel in Heaven" 27).

•

LEVI. "Oh Joseph the things that you stood for like truth and light never die" ("One
More Angel in Heaven" 33).

•

NARRATOR. "Joseph was an unimportant slave"(" Potiphar" 36).

•

POTIPHAR. "But my wife would never toe the line" ("Potiphar" 37).
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•

NARRATOR. "Saw a lot of men against his will" ("Potiphar" 38).

•

MRS. POTIPHAR. "Come and lie with me, love" ("Potiphar" 39).

•

JOSEPH. "I have been promised a land of my own" (Close Every Door" 43).

•

JOSEPH. "For we have been promised a land of our own" ("Close Every Door" 45).

•

JOSEPH. "Destroy me completely then throw me away" ("Close Every Door" 44).

•

NARRATOR. "Alone he sat, alone he thought of happy times he used to know" ("Go,
Go, Go Joseph" 46).

•

BAKER & BUTLER. "We don't think that we will ever see the light of day again" ("Go,
Go, Go Joseph" 47).

•

ENSEMBLE. "You and your Dreamcoat ahead of your time" ("Go, Go, Go Joseph" 51).

•

NARRATOR. "No on had rights or a vote but the king" ("Pharaoh's Story" 53).

•

JOSEPH. "After that, the future doesn't look so bright. Egypt's luck will change
completely overnight" ("Pharaoh's Dream Explained" 62).

•

FEMALE ENSEMBLE. "We're so glad you came our way. We would have perished
without you" ("Stone the Crows" 67).

•

PHAROAH. "But now we're a partnership" ("Stone the Crows" 67).

Religious Environment
•

NARRATOR. "Jacob was the founder of a whole new nation" ("Jacob & Sons" 4).

•

JACOB. "Joseph's mother, she was quite my favorite wife" ("Joseph's Coat" 8).

•

NARRATOR, FEMALE CHORUS. "And when Joseph graced the scene, his brothers
turned a shade of green" ("Joseph's Coat"12 ).

•

JOSEPH. "I dreamed that in the fields one day the com gave me a sign" ("Joseph's
Dream" 19).
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•

JOSEPH. "Could it be that I was born for higher things than you? A post in someone's
government, a ministry or two?" ("Joseph's Dream" 20-21).

•

NARRATOR. "Joseph was an unimportant slave who found he liked his master"
("Potiphar" 36).

•

JOSEPH. "Children of Israel are never alone" ("Close Every Door" 44).

•

NARRATOR. "Pharaoh, he was a powerful man with the ancient world in the palm of his
hand" ("Pharaoh Story 53).

•

NARRATOR. "When the Pharaoh's around then you get down on the ground" ("Pharaoh
Story" 53).

•

NARRATOR. "For all of a sudden indescribable things have shattered the sleep of both
peasants and kings" ("Pharaoh Story" 54).

•

JOSEPH. "My service to Pharaoh has begun" ("Pharaoh Story" 57).

•

NARRATOR. "Joseph- Pharaoh's number two. Joseph-Egypt looks to you" ("Stone
the Crows" 66).

•

FEMALE ENSEMBLE. "Greatest man since Noah" ("Stone the Crows" 68).

•

JOSEPH. "How do I know where you come from? You could be spies." ("Grovel,
Grovel" 77).

•

BROTHERS. "We know we count for nothing when up next to you" ("Grovel, Grovel"
77).

•

NARRATOR. "Joseph handed them sack loads of food and they groveled in base
gratitude" ("Grovel, Grovel" 79).

•

BROTHERS. "Benjamin is an innocent man" ("Benjamin Calypso" 86).
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Research to Expand the Understanding of the Play
Location
Based on historical references, Jacob and his sons lived in a land composed of small
cities, towns and dry hills and mostly inhabited by shepherds and farmers (Perotta 10). As stated
earlier, musical numbers for Jo eph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat also identify two
locations; Canaan and Egypt and various places inside those locations; Jacob's home, a pit, a
bedroom at Potiphar's house, jail and the Pharaoh's palace. The King James Version of the Bible
also identifies similar locations:

•

Canaan (Gen. 37.1) .

•

Pit (37.20) .

•

Egypt (37 .25) .

•

Potiphar's house (39.1-4) .

•

Prison (39.20-23) .

•

Pharaoh's palace (41.14) .

By using locations identified by both the libretto and the Bible, a director can help
audiences understand the social, political and economic conditions that influenced choices and
decisions of the story's characters.
In Gen. 9.18, Ham is stated to be the 'father of Canaan' and the brother of Mizraim or
Egypt (Gen.10.6). Thus, "Canaanites" descended from Canaan, son of Ham. Although there
have been many names for this particular area throughout time, the land known as Canaan was
geographically situated in the territory of southern Levant which encompasses the modem day
locations of Israel, the West Bank, Jordon and portions of Syria and Lebanon ("Canaan and
Ancient Israel"). During Joseph's life, "Canaan" was used to denote the Palestine area, west of
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the Jordan (Bible History Online).
Canaanites lived mostly in the plains area located along the coastal strip near Jordan.
Other tribes living in the area were: The Perizzites, Hivites, Jebusites, Moabites and Philistines,
to name a few ("Canaan and Ancient Israel"). And while these "Canaanites" shared enough
similarities between language and culture to become identified as a group of people, they were
never unified politically enough to be called a nation.
The name Canaan means "low", perhaps in reference to the coastal lowlands nearby.
Kevin and Louise Perrotta in their book, Joseph the Dreamer, describe Canaan as "dry hill
country" near the "lush, marshy delta of the Nile River" (6). Archeological evidence indicates
that Canaan had some of the earliest 'walled towns' ("Canaan and Ancient Israel"). The walls
were made of stone, mud and unbaked mud bricks and were originally erected for defense and
protection against various warring tribes. Approximately three to five thousand families may
have lived inside these walled communities in simple one to two room homes similar in design
those of lower class Egyptians.
In his article, "Mark Twain on Joseph the Patriarch" Louis Budd wrote, "In 1867 when
Twain, not yet married, paused before one of the spots in the Holy Land that claimed to hold the
pit into which Joseph was cast by his brothers, he commented that a 'scene transpired there, long
ages ago, which is familiar to us all in pictures"' (577). Both Joseph and other religious
documentation identify a "pit" into which Joseph was flung. What is this "pit" and what was its
use? Genesis 37.24 states, "And they took him, and cast him into a pit; and the pit was[sic]
empty, there was [sic] no water in it" (King James Version). Given this description, the pit was
most likely an ancient dry well or watering hole. Recent archeological excavations in and around
the areas of Israel, Jordan and Egypt have uncovered ancient wells at both private and public
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dwellings. The average well size was 3.4 meters (11 feet). deep and normally comprised of
multiple layers of large lime stones.
Egypt, during the New Kingdom, was a stronghold of power, wealth that included
Palestine, Syria and northern Euphrates ("Egypt the New Kingdom and Third Intermediate
Period"). These lands today include the Nile Valley, Delta, East and West Desert and the Sinai
Peninsula. Ancient Egyptians simply referred to these lands as the "red land" or the "black land"
("Geography"). The "black land" was most likely rich top soil or 'silt' left over from the Nile
River's spring flooding and considered fertile. Although red land was considered barren, the area
produced most of rich metals and semi-precious stones that were mined. Egypt used Canaan not
only as a source of revenue, but also as a "buffer against rival empires further north" ("Canaan
and Ancient Israel").
Potiphar's house was located somewhere in Egypt. No exact location is listed in the
libretto and no conclusive research could be found in other reference materials. Gen. 39.1-2
states Potiphar was, "an officer of Pharaoh" who was "a prosperous man" and "an Egyptian"
(King James Version). Rice's lyrics also playfully point to a man who "was one of Egypt's
millionaires having made a fortune buying shares in Pyramids" ("Potiphar" 35). As an Egyptian
citizen with higher status, Potiphar's home would have been larger than the normal one or tworoom Egyptian home made of wooden forms, limestone and mud. Potiphar's home may have
numbered four to six room and included a large inner courtyard, stone gateways, personal
gardens and barns. Wealthy homes would have also contained up to two cellars for storage and a
private well.
There is no biblical or historical information to indicate that Potiphar lived in such a
structure, however, Rice's lyrics do mention Potiphar was "in his den below the bedroom"
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(Lloyd Webber 40). If this were true, there is archeological evidence that indicates Egyptians
did have two story homes. The ground floor was used for business, with living quarters on the
second floor and cooking taking place on the roof ("Timelines"). Bedrooms of wealthy citizens
would have included a wooden framed bed, mattress filled with straw or wool, white linen
sheets, and perhaps a couple of low chairs with arms, a chest of wood or ivory and ceramic
lamps for light. Ancient Egyptians did not believe in soft pillows, believing the practice would
soften their heads. Rather, they preferred headrests made of stone, ivory or wood ("Timelines").
Genesis 39.20 describes Joseph's prison as "a place where the king's prisoners were
bound" (King James Version). Very little research could be found on design or placement of
prisons or jails during this time period. Given the construction materials available these
confinement areas were most likely built using lime stone or mud brick, perhaps utilizing the
natural geography of the area with little or no opportunity for natural lighting. Genesis 41.14 also
gives us an indication that the prison may have been under ground or some sort of structure, "and
they brought him hastily out of the dungeon" (King James Version).
A ruling Pharaoh's palace would have been one of the largest and most elaborate home
structures built in the ruling city during that time period. Archeological evidence uncovered in
recent years indicates that royal compounds would have resembled a fortress: inner courtyards
with attached living quarters, workshops, a military camp and temple inside the walled
encampment ("The Royal Palace at Ramesses"). In addition to numerous rooms for the
Pharaoh's many concubines and "Chief Wives", the palace may have contained tables, chairs
and beds constructed from the many natural precious and semi-precious materials found in the
region, gardens and stables to support the royal family.
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Date, Time and Year
Historically, the story of Joseph and his brothers takes place in Canaan and Egypt
sometime during the New Kingdom and the Third Intermediate Period, 1552-664 B.C.E.
(Perrotta, 10). The pop opera musical is divided into two acts representing a period of time that
covers roughly thirty years extending from Joseph's early teen years and culminating in Joseph's
forties. There is biblical information that concurs with Webber and Rice's timeline. Gen. 37.2,
mentions "Joseph being seventeen years old" (King James Version). and later Gen. 41. 46 states,
"And Joseph was [sic] thirty years old when he stood before Pharaoh King of Egypt". Add to this
age "seven years of plenteousness" ( 41.53 ). and "seven years of death (41.54 ). and Joseph is
now a man in his mid-forties when he sees his brothers and father once again.
Environmental Facts
Climate in and around Egypt and Canaan varies largely due to both countries location
between the Mediterranean Sea on the east and the desert on the west. Generally, the climate is
mild with modest amounts of rainfall along the coast; hot, dry summer months (May through
October). and relatively cool winter months (November through April). Most planting would
occur during the fall with harvest taking place in early summers. One phenomenon of Egypt's
climate is an event called "khamsin", a hot spring wind that blows across the country between
the months of March and May ("Egypt Climate").
There is some archeological evidence that seems to support Joseph's prophetic
interpretation of "seven years of great plenty throughout all the land of Egypt" (Gen. 41.29). and
"seven years of famine" (41.30). Scientists point to the disintegration and disappearance of
urban communities resulting from alterations in small scale farming and the pastoral nomadic
lifestyle as the consequence of drier environmental conditions, perhaps created by a 'global
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climate change' that occurred during this time period (Bible Hi tory Online).
Political Environment
Evidence for family fighting and unrest is peppered throughout the Joseph libretto. Lines
such as "We had never liked him all that much before" and "But one thing we are sure about, the
dreamer has to go" (Lloyd Webber, "Joseph's Coat" 12, "Joseph's Dreams" 23). Gen 37.4, 37.8,
37.11 are only a few of the King James references supporting Rice's lyrics . However, there are a
number of additional layers of complex political influences that should be peeled away and
investigated in order to develop a complete picture of Joseph's world during this time period.
Joseph was born into a family were sibling rivalry, parental favoritism and jealously was
wrought. In Joseph, the Dreamer, Perrotta explains the history this way:
Joseph's grandfather Isaac had favored his son, Esau while the grandmother,
Rebekah, favored the twin, Jacob. Seemingly in reaction to this treatment by his
father, Jacob deceived his father into giving him the paternal blessing that should
have gone to his brother. After the deception, Jacob had to flee Esau's wrath. He
traveled to his family's relatives - where he married his uncle's daughters .(11)
What Perrotta fails to explain is that Jacob fell in love with Rachel, the youngest
daughter. He agreed to work for his uncle in order to marry the woman he loved. However, after
the seven year time period, he was tricked into marrying the eldest, Leah. The only way he could
marry Rachel was to agree to work for another seven years. Now, the rivalry extends to the
sisters; Leah, Jacob's first wife and Rachel, the first love. Another generation is pulled into the
destmctive cycle; the wives pass their jealousies on to the sons.
Reuben was the first born of all Jacob's children and as such, was entitled to all the rights
and privileges conferred to the eldest child: priesthood, kingship and birthright (double portions
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of his father's heritage). After an undisclosed incident involving Reuben, Jacob transferred
Reuben's first born rights to Leah's next two eldest sons; Levi (priesthood). and Judah
(kingship). along with Rachel's first born, Joseph (birthright). All these conditions form the
"perfect storm" for sibling rivalry and jealousy. With these facts in mind, Genesis 37.3-4 words
even more importance:
Now Israel loved Joseph more than all his children, because he was the son of his
old age; and he made him a coat of many colors. And when his brethren saw that
their father love him more than all his brethren, they hated him, and could not
speak peaceable unto him .(King James Version)
Nahum M. Sama states in his article, "Who Was the Pharaoh Who 'Knew Not Joseph'?"
Joseph rose "to power under the Egyptian dynasty known as the Hyksos" (Research and
Perspectives, 54). If we are to take Rice's lyrics literally, however, we would assume another
ruler was in power at that time, "If you ever find yourself near Ramesses, get down on your
knees" (Lloyd Webber, "Pharaoh Story"). to mean that the ruling Pharaoh at the time was either
Ramsses I or his grandson, Ramesses II. Bryant G. Wood explains the reason for this confusion,
The name Ramesses actually comes from a later period in the Israelite Sojourn. It
was the name given to a city built by Ramesses the Great (Ramesses II). in the
eastern Nile Dealt in the

13th

century B.C. This more familiar name was used

retrospectively by later scribes when copying Biblical texts. ("New Discoveries at
Ramesses")
The "Hyksos", a group of Phoenician kings who translated name means "rulers of foreign
lands" controlled a large region of Egypt with the exception of Upper Egypt which may have
been occupied by a group known as Hittites. This group of people is first mentioned in Genesis
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16.20 (King James Version). The Biblical Hittites were said to be a great power that lived in the
mountains north of Canaan. This seems to reinforce the Hebrew translation of "Hittite" which
means "Children of Heth, who was the son of Canaan and is said to have flourished from the
Eighteenth to Fourteenth century ("Hittites").
The time period in which Joseph lived is rather vague. Various Biblical and historical
reports vary and archeological evidence from this era is scarce. The dates of the Hyksos Empire
occur sometime between the Middle Kingdom and the New Empire (Twelfth Dynasty). and
ends with the Eighteenth Dynasty ("The Enormous Hyksos Empire"). Exodus 1.8-22 mentions
the "new king who not Joseph" (King James Version). Given this timeframes, the ruler of Egypt
during Joseph's life was probably "Apopli" or "Apopis", the last of the Hyksos kings
("Pharaoh").
Using a variety of documentation we can infer some basic information that can provide a
framework for the political environment and time in which Joseph lived:
•

The Hyksos were Asiatic who ruled Egypt for about a century an a half, between
the fifteenth and sixteenth century B.C. encompassing the rise of Joseph and
migration of the Hebrews (Sama 54 ).

•

The Hyksos entered Egypt from the east border and after a few generations
dominated all of Egypt, taking on titles of native Pharaohs, living among
Egyptians and even adopting their customs and cultures ("The Enormous Hyksos
Empire").

•

The Egyptians considered the Hyksos to be on a lower cultural plane than them, a
feeling that perhaps contributed to their downfall ("The Enormous Hyksos
Empire").
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•

The Hyksos were driven out of Egypt by the very people they ruled and
mysteriously disappeared not long after the birth of Moses ("The Enormous
Hyksos Empire").

•

The "King who knew not Joseph" was originally thought to be Ammose I who
reigned during the beginning of the New Kingdom or Eighteenth Dynasty, but it
most likely was Seti I whose father was Ramsses I. Seti I ruled during the
beginning of the Nineteenth Dynasty ("Pharaoh").

•

The Hittites who were also living in Egypt as a loosely organized group of trading
states during this time period were eventually forced out after a battle between
their ruler, King Muwatallis, and Ramesses II ("Hittite Empire").

•

The first peace treaty in the world was said to be signed between Ramesses and
Muwatallis II at Kadesh ("Ramesses II").

It would be remiss not to mention the political power Joseph gained and lost numerous
times during his lifetime. Early in his youth, Jacob placed Joseph in a position of power when he
asked him to go and check on his brothers who were feeding the flocks in Shechem (King James
Version, Gen. 27.13-14). Once sold into slavery, Joseph lost this informal leverage only to
regain another form of political power during his enslavement in Egypt.
When Joseph was bought by Potiphar, he quickly bypassed common slave occupations
such as field hand into a position of supervisory agent. Genesis 39.4 states, "And Joseph found
grace in his sight, and he served him; and he made him overseer over his house, and all that [sic]
he had he put into his hand" (King James Version). In addition, Joseph was made "overseer",
obviously a position with some status, position and authority. This theme "rise before the fall"
would be repeated once more; when Joseph was placed in jail by Potiphar where "the keeper of
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the prison committed to Joseph's hand all the prisoners that were [sic]in the prison; and
whatsoever they did there, he was the doer of [sic]it (King James Version, Gen.39.22). Joseph's
final rise to power came in the form of payment for Joseph's prophetic interpretation of
Pharaoh' s dream. Pharaoh placed Joseph "over my house and according unto thy word shall all
my people be ruled; only in the throne will I be greater than thou" (Gen. 41.40). Genesis 42.6
gives us further description of Joseph's title and position of authority, "And Joseph was [sic]the
governor over the land and he it wa [ ic]that sold to all the people of the land". This last
elevation places Joseph in the final position of political power and ultimate rule over his
brothers, symbolized when "Joseph's brethren came, and bowed down themselves before him
with their faces to the earth" (Genesis 42.6).
Economic Environment
Clearly, the bible states there were seven "plenteous years and the earth brought forth by
handfuls" (Gen. 41.47). The economy was healthy. In addition, Egypt benefited from Hyksos
rule as new weaponry was introduced along with the humped back Zebu, new vegetable and fruit
crops along with improved pottery, linen and the introduction of horses into Egypt ("The
Enormous Hyksos Empire"). The region itself is rich in precious metals (gold, silver, copper,
bronze and iron). and semi-precious stones (malachite, turquoise). Egypt's climate and growing
conditions were perfect for a strong agricultural base and crops such as wheat, barley, legumes,
figs, olives and grapes. Sheep and goats were an important source of economy and survival since
they were mobile, resilient to drought and provided such necessary items as meat, milk, wool,
manure and leather. The cache of natural metals made forging weaponry, chariots and jewelry a
growing industry. Archeological evidence from the time period includes iron swords, spears,
chariots, remnants of corselets with metal scales, jewelry, and ceramic bowls. All these items
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would not only have been created and used by the individual, but also sold or bartered.
Social Environment
Artifacts uncovered during archeological sites provide a more complete picture of the
people living during Joseph's life. Art work from the time period reveal scenes of everyday life;
people with animals, working in fields, making pottery, celebrating festivals, singing, drawing,
dancing and eating- not too much different from people living today. Small game pieces,
ancient dice, bits of kohl, perfumed oils, and broken toggle pins create a picture of a people who
enjoyed playing games, wore makeup and perfumes and kept garments together with decorated
pins. Pottery, ceramic beads, amulets and form shaped glass figurines made of silica paint a
picture of a creative population. Popular colors used were blue, red, orange and white in addition
to the blacks, browns and beige of the various sheep, wool, goat hair and hemp used to weave
clothing and fabric materials.
Food and its preservation was an important part of everyday life. Bread was an important
food staple and the grains were baked in small domed clay ovens. These same grains were used
as porridge or seeped for beer. Fruits and meats were either dried, placed through some type of
fermentation process of oils extracted as a way to preserve foods. Meats were a luxury and were
usually eaten during special sacrificial occasions. Seafood was rarely eaten.
Religious Environment
Based on written translations found four hundred years after the Hyksos king, Apophis
reign; it is generally felt that the Hyksos worshipped "Sutekh" or "Seth". The Egyptians
identified this god as "Baal" The translation reads, "Now King Apophis mad Sutekh is Lord
serving no other god, who was in the whole land, save Sutekh. He built the temple in beautiful
and everlasting work" ("The Enormous Hyksos Empire"). Egyptian records do not reveal if they
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worshipped any other god or gods other than "Sutekh" or Baal. However, it is a time when
religion and politics are intrinsically tied together. Temples functioned as "God's house" with
deities representative of Hyksos worship found inside temple remains.
The Bible certainly presents a different perspective of Joseph's religion with biblical
evidence of movement toward Biblical monotheism - a single God with universal authority. The
first book of the Bible, Genesis 1.1, begins "In the beginning God created the heaven and earth"
(King James Version). Throughout the Joseph story there are numerous biblical citations
supporting the idea of one God; "Lord was with Joseph" or the "Lord made all that he did
prosper in [Joseph's] hand" (King James Version).
The strongest evidence of religious differences between the pharaoh's and Joseph's might
be found during Joseph's dream interpretation where he tells Pharaoh, "It is not in me, God shall
give Pharaoh and answer of peace" (Gen. 41.16). Knowing the Hyksos worshipped Baal, it is
even more amazing that the reigning Pharaoh acknowledges Joseph's God by stating,
"Forasmuch as God have shewed thee all this, there is none so discreet and wise as thou art"
(Gen.41.39). He follows this statement by elevating Joseph to a position of authority within his
government, an almost unheard of act, given Joseph's status as a jailed slave and Hebrew.
Previous Action
Joseph and The Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat was commissioned and first presented as a
cantata at the Colet Court School in London on March 15 \ 1968 and lasted twenty minutes.
Based on a familiar, well-known Biblical story from the Old Testament's Book of Genesis,
(chapters 37- 46). , Joseph is the first musical collaboration between Andrew Lloyd Webber and
Tim Rice. The musical follows Jacob's favorite son, Joseph, and his polarizing relationship with
eleven resentful brothers. In Joseph and The Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat, the "previous
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action of the play", as Hodge in his book, Play Directing - Analy is, Communication and Style,
refers to lines that recall the past, are found in the music's lyrics that help portray central
characters by jumping through various factions of the story (20). For the purposes of
documentation, song titles and character names from Joseph (Lloyd Webber). will be used to
identify previous actions.
"Prologue/Any Dream Will Do"
Narrator
•

Some folks dream of the wonders they' 11 do before their time on this planet is through
(1).

•

Some just don't have anything planned. They hide their hopes and their heads in the
sand (1).

•

In the story of a boy whose dream came true and he could be you (1).

"Any Dream Will Do"
Joseph
•

I closed my eyes, drew back the curtain to see for certain what I thought I knew
(2).

•

Far, far away, someone was weeping but the world was sleeping - any dream will
do (2).

•

My golden coat flew out of sight. The colors faded into darkness I was left alone
(3).

Joseph and Children
•

I wore my coat, with golden lining, bright colors shining, wonderful and new (2).
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•

And in the east, the dawn was breaking and the world was waking- any dream
will do (2).

•

May I return to the beginning (3).

•

The light is dimming and the dream is too (3 ).

•

The world and I, we are still waiting, still hesitating - any dream will do (3).

"Jacob and Sons"
Narrator
•

Way, way back many centuries ago, not long after the Bible began (4).

•

Jacob lived in the land of Canaan, a fine example of a family man (4).

•

Jacob and sons depended on farming to earn their keep (4).

Jacob and sons spent all of their days in the fields with sheep (4).
•

Jacob was the founder of a whole new nation thanks to the number of children he
had (4).

•

He was also known as Israel, but most of the time, his sons and his wives used to
call him 'Dad' (4). !

•

Reuben was the eldest of the children of Israel with Simeon and Levi the next in
line (5).

•

Napthali and Isaacher with Asher and Dan, Zebulun and Gad tool the total to nine
(5).

Benjamin and Judah, which leaves only one - Joseph-Jacob's favorite son (6).
"Joseph's Coat"
Jacob
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•

Joseph's mother, she was quite my favorite wife. I never really loved another all
my life (8).

•

And Joseph was my joy because he reminded me of her (8).

Narrator
•

Through young Joseph, Jacob lived his youth again, loved him, praised him, gave
him all he could, but then it made the rest feel second best (8-9).

•

But where they really missed the boat is (9).

•

Joseph's charm and winning smile failed to slay them in the aisle (9).

•

And his father couldn't see the danger; he could not imagine any danger (9).

•

He just saw in Joseph all his dreams come true (9).

•

Jacob wanted to show the world he loved his son, to make it clear that Joseph was
the special one (10).

•

So Jacob bought his some a coat (10).

•

And when Joseph tried in on he knew his sheepskin days were gone (10).

•

Joseph's brothers weren't too pleased with what they saw (11).

•

And when Joseph graced the scene his brothers turned a shade of green ( 11 ).

Brothers
•

Being told we're also-rans does not make us Joseph fans (9).

•

Joseph's coat was elegant, the cut was fine (10).

•

We had never liked him all that much before. And now this coat has got out goat
(12).

•

We feel life is unfair (12).

Narrator, Female Ensemble & Children
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•

How he loved his coat of many colors (14).

Joseph & Female Ensemble
•

It was red and yellow and green and brown and scarlet and black and ochre
and peach and ruby and olive and violet and fawn and lilac and gold and
chocolate and mauve and cream and crimson and silver and rose and azure
and lemon and russet and grey and purple and white and pink and orange and
blue (14-18).

"Joseph's Dreams"
Narrator
•

Joseph's coat annoyed his brothers (19) .

Brothers
•

But what makes us mad are the things that Joseph tells us of the dreams he's
often had (19).

•

It seems to us that Joseph and his dreams should disappear (20).

•

I dreamed that in the fields one day the com gave me a sign (20).

•

Your eleven sheaves of com all turned and bowed to mine (20).

•

My sheaf was quite a site to see, a golden sheaf and tall (20).

•

Yours were green and second-rate and really rather small (20).

•

I dreamed I saw eleven stars, the sun, the moon and sky bowing down before

Joseph

my star (20).
•

It made me wonder why (20).

•

Could it be that I was born for higher things than you (20).
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"Poor, Poor Joseph"
Narrator
•

Next day, far from home, the brothers planned the repulsive crime (24).

•

This they did and made the most of it, tore his coat and flung him in a pit (24).

•

In a flash the brothers changed their plan (24).

•

In a trice the dirty deed was done (25).

•

Then the Ishmaelites galloped off with a slave in tow, off to Egypt where Joseph
was not too keen to go (25).

•

Joseph's brothers tore his precious multi-colored coat, having ripped it up; they
next attached a passing goat (25).

•

Soon the wretched creature was not more (25).

•

They dipped his coat in blood and guts and gore (25).

•

Poor, poor Joseph sold to be a slave (26).

"One More Angel in Heaven"
Levi
•

You know you had a dozen sons, well, now that's not quite true (27).

•

His body may be past its peak, but his soul's in paradise (29).

•

If he had not laid down his life we all would now be dead (31-32).

Brothers
•

But Joseph the things that you stood for like truth and light never die (33).

"Potiphar"
Narrator
•

Joseph was taken to Egypt in chains and sold (34).
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•

Where he was bought by a captain named Potiphar (34).

•

Potiphar had very few cares (35).

•

He was one of Egypt's millionaires having made a fortune buying shares in
Pyramids (35).

•

Potiphar had made a huge pile owned a large percentage of the Nile (36).

•

And he did (36).

•

Joseph was an unimportant slave who found he liked his master, consequently
worked much harder even with devotion (36).

•

Made him leader of his household (37).

•

Potiphar was cool and so fine (37).

•

She was beautiful but evil, saw a lot of men against his will (3 8).

•

Joseph's looks and handsome figure had attracted her attention (38).

•

Joseph wanted to resist her (39).

•

Potiphar was counting shekels in his den below the bedroom (40).

•

Suddenly he knew his riches couldn't buy him what he wanted (40).

Potiphar
•

But my wife would never toe the line (37).

Narrator, Ensemble & Children
•

Poor, poor Joseph, locked up in a cell (41).

"Close Every Door"
Joseph
•

For I have been promised a land of my own (43).

•

For we have been promised a land of our own (45).
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"Go, Go, Go, Joseph"
Narrator & Ensemble
•

A candle was his only light, the hungry rats the only sound (46).

•

Hang on now, Joseph you'll make it some day (47, 51).

•

You and your Dreamcoat ahead of your time (47, 51).

Narrator
•

Now into Joseph's cell were flung two very frightened men (47).

•

Both men were servants of Pharaoh the King (48).

•

One was a baker, a cook in his prime (48).

•

One was a butler, the Jeeves of his time (48).

•

Next the baker rose to tell his dream (49).

Baker & Butler
•

We've had dreams that we don't understand (47).

Butler
•

There I was standing in front of a vine. I picked some grapes and I crushed them

to wine (49).
•

I gave them to Pharaoh who drank from my cup (49).

•

I tried to interpret but I had to give up (49).

Joseph
•

You'll buttle as you did before (49).

•

Don't rely on all I said I saw. It's just that I have not been wrong before (50).

Baker
•

There I was standing with baskets of bread (50).
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•

High in the sky I saw birds overhead who flew to my basket and ate every slice
(50).

"Pharaoh Story"
Narrator
•

Pharaoh, he was a powerful man with the ancient world in the palm of his hand
(53).

•

Whatever he did he was showered with praise (53).

•

If he cracked a joke, then you chortled for days (53).

•

No one had rights or a vote but the king (53).

•

He was fairly right-wing (53).

•

When Pharaoh's around then you get down on the ground (53).

•

For all of a sudden indescribable things have shattered the sleep of both peasants
and kings (54).

•

Strange as it seems there's been a run of crazy dreams (54).

"Poor, Poor Pharaoh"
Narrator

•

In his bed Pharaoh had an uneasy night (56).

•

He had had a dream that pinned him to his sheets with fright (56).

"Song of the King"
Pharaoh & Ensemble
•

Well I was wandering along by the banks of the river when seven fat cows came
up out of the Nile (57).
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•

And right behind these fine healthy animals came seven other cows, skinny and
vile (58).

•

Well, the thin cows ate the fat cows which I thought would do them good, but it
didn't make them fatter like such a monster supper should (58).

•

Well, the thin cows were as thin as they had ever, ever, ever been (59).

•

Well I was standing doing nothing in a field out of town when I saw seven
beautiful ears of com (57).

•

They were ripe, they were golden and you've guessed it, right behind them came
seven other ears tattered and tom (58).

•

Well, the bad com ate the good com, they came up right from behind yes they did
(58).

•

Well the bad com was as bad as it had ever, ever, ever been (59).

"Stone the Crows"
Narrator & Female Ensemble
•

Whereupon he ordered them to cut the chains that Joseph wore (65).

•

Joseph saw that food was gathered ready for the years ahead (66).

•

Seven years of famine followed (66).

•

The first recorded rationing in history was a hit (67).

•

Joseph after all has gone about as far as he can go (68).

•

How had famine hit the family Joseph left behind (69).

Female Ensemble
•

We would have perished without you (67).

•

We're so glad that you came our way (67).
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Pharaoh
•

I was wise to have chosen you (67).

•

We were in a jam, would have baffled Abraham (67).

"Those Canaan Days"
Simeon
•

Do you remember the good years in Canaan (70).

•

The summers were endlessly gold, the fields were a patchwork of clover, the
winters were never too cold (70).

•

We'd stroll down the boulevards together and everything round us was fine (70).

•

Do you remember those wonderful parties (71).

•

Our extravagant, elegant soirees the gayest the Bible has seen (71).

•

We've gone to the other extreme (71).

•

Perhaps we all misjudged the lad, perhaps he wasn't quite that bad and how we
miss his entertaining dreams (72).

Brothers
•

Those Canaan days we used to know where have they gone, where did they go
(72).

"The Brothers Come to Egypt"
Narrator
•

So they finally decided to go off to Egypt to see brother Jo (75).

Joseph
•

After all, they have tried fratricide (76).

"Grovel, Grove"
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Joseph
•

I dreamed that in the fields one day the com gave me a sign (76).

•

Your eleven sheaves of com all turned and bowed to mine (76).

•

I dreamed I saw eleven stars, the sun, the moon and sky bowing down before my
star (76).

•

All this tugging at my heart strings seems quite justified (79).

Brothers
•

This is what we hoped he's say (78).

Narrator
•

Joseph handed them sack loads of food and they groveled with base gratitude
(79).

•

When the brother's were ready to go, Joseph turned to them all with a terrible
stare and said (80).

Female Ensemble
•

Then unseen, Joseph nipped out around the back and planted a cup in young
Benjamin's sack (80).

"Who's the Thief?"
Joseph
•

One of you has stolen my precious golden cup (81).

•

Never in my whole career have I encountered this before (83).

Narrator
•

Everyone was nervous; no-one could relax (81).

"Benjamin Calypso"
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Women's chorus
•

He must have been framed (83).

"Joseph All the Time"
Narrator
•

Joseph knew by this his brothers now were honest men (87).

"Jacob in Egypt"
Ensemble
•

So Jacob came to Egypt no longer feeling old (89).

•

And Joseph came to meet him in his chariot of gold (90).
Polar Attitudes

Francis Hodge states that the audience will only be moved as much as the writer's
capability in his devising of the polar structure (Play Directing-Analy is. Communication and
Style 299). Polar attitudes are the point of view the character takes toward their environment at
the beginning of the play. The drama is created as the plot unfolds; the audience can watch how
the character's attitudes change during the play' s progression. Jo eph and The Amazing
Technicolor Dreamcoat presents extremes in polar attitudes ranging from deep-seeded family
rivalries, kidnapping, lies, false accusations, an arrest, a new identity and an unlikely rise to
power and fortune to forgiveness, redemption and reconciliation.
Joseph•

I dreamed I saw eleven stars, the sun, the moon and sky, bowing down before my star it
made me wonder why (19) ..

•

I dreamed I saw eleven stars, the sun, the moon and sky, bowing down before my star and
now I realize why (76).
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Brothers •

It seems to us that Joseph and his dreams should disappear (20).

•

Perhaps we all misjudged the lad, perhaps he wasn't quite that bad and how we miss his
entertaining dreams (72).

Jacob•

Joseph was my joy because he reminded me of her (8).

•

Jacob came to Egypt no longer feeling old (89).

Potiphar•

Potiphar could see that Joseph was a cut above the average (37).

•

Joseph, I' 11 see you rot in jail (41 ).

Pharaoh•

Well fetch this Joseph man; I need him to help me if he can (56).

•

You shall be my number two (65).

Narrator•

We all dream a lot- some are lucky, some are not, but if you think it, want it dream it,
then it's real (1).

•

Any dream will do (96).
Analysis of Dialogue
Choice of Words
Tim Rice did not have very far to look when writing lyrics for his first musical inspiration

- the Bible. From the very first opening lines, "Way, way back many centuries ago, not long
after the Bible began" Rice's word selection paints a vivid picture of a familiar childhood bible
story. In his biography, Oh, What a CirCL1S, Rice states that the way to a child's heart is through
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laughter- one of the main reasons why he purposely sets out to make Joseph's lyrics as funny as
possible (Coveney). By using such an event driven vehicle such as the Bible, audiences can
spend more time on the story's subtext, the character's inner life and figuring out why these
familiar characters act the way they do (Miller 129).
Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat is "operatic" in form - the entire
dramatic action is set to music. However, Joseph is not just any opera. Ethan Morrden in his
book, The Happiest Com e I ve Ever Seen - The La t Twenty-five Year of Broadway Mu icals
would label "any musical with powerful feeling and mainstream pop style" as a "pop opera".
And because Joseph is completely sung-thorough with no spoken dialogue, attention to the
construction and usage of lyrics is vital - especially when analyzing dialogue for dramatic action.

In this case, form follows function.
The theatre lyric in its compact form and pattern communicates information vital to the
dramatic life of the show. In the mature musical theatre, the song is the purpose of the scene and
where songs succeed as the scene, dialogue must be subject to economy of expression (Kislan
181). Due to certain weaknesses inherit in pop opera's origins and development (the musical
form Webber knew best and chose for this particular musical). ; the genre is rather limited, the
biggest problem being big tune numbers returning less dramatic emphasis. This is because lyrics
are usually limited to couplets with one syllable end rhymes leaving audiences members with a
feeling of doggerel in the end (Mordden 71). However, in Joseph's case, Rice succeeds. Rice
crafts language and characters that enable an entire story to be set to Webber's musical pastiche.
Julie Wilson in a January 7, 2007 New York Times "The Music Is Sweet, the Words Are True"
states, "The lyricist's job is to tell a story with wit, elegance and clarity while working within
tight compositional rules and narrative constraint". Stephen Sondheim, in the same article,
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concurs: It's all in the service of the book. You are striving to enhance the libretto, to bring to it
moments that enhance and expand it-to fill in the larger story, by examining the different
characters.
At the play' s opening, Rice presents the audience with a narrator, a sort of musical
conduit, who, much like a Greek chorus reinforces the storyline by linking musical numbers
together while at the same time offering up unabashed reactions to the characters on-stage antics.
This runs in stark contrast to the Bible' s mysterious narrator who simply relates key incidents in
vivid detail but leaves the reader to infer how the characters thought and felt (Perrotta 9).
Throughout Joseph, the show's musical narrator adds her own opinioned thoughts. When
Joseph is sold into slavery she asks, "Poor, Poor, Joseph, what'cha gonna do? Things look bad
for you, hey what'cha gonna do?" (Lloyd Webber, "Poor, Poor, Joseph"). At yet another point,
she stops in the middle of her story telling to scold the brothers, vocalizing what many in the
audience are probably thinking, "Oh now brothers, how low can you stoop? You make a sorry
group, hey how low can you stoop?" ("Poor, Poor, Joseph"). These word choices, coupled with
character actions and story conflict only help reinforce the audience's identification with the
musical's characters and their plight.
Examples of Rice's clever word selection are rift through out the score. In "Joseph's
Coat", Webber lets the lyricist shine by using a single note (over three cords). to describe the
coat's twenty eight colors:
It was red and yellow and green and brown
And scarlet and black and ocher and peach
And ruby and olive and violet and fawn
And lilac and gold and choc'late and mauve
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And cream and crimson and silver and rose
And azure and lemon and russet and grey
And purple and white and pink and orange and blue .(14-19)
The witty color arrangement creates vivid imagery hitting the mark with viewers and
listeners alike. It also silences those pop opera critics who point to the rock musical's verbal
puerility and Rice's bad ear for rhyme (Mordden 75).
Rice also makes no attempt to eliminate the King James Bible association; rather he
incorporates and infuses the biblical language with modernisms. Character names are not
changed or updated, however, the language the characters use to speak about themselves, to each
other or about their situations is: Joseph brags, 'I look handsome, I look smart I am a walking
work of art' (Lloyd Webber, "Joseph's Coat" 13). , Levi satirically laments "So long, little Jo,
Adios, buckaroo, Ten-four, good buddy" ("One More Angel in Heaven" 30)., and Simeon
attempts French parody as he comments on the plagues effect on the family, "Now the fields are
dead and bare, no joie de vivre anywhere. Et main tenant we drink a bitter wine" ("Those Canaan
Days" 70). These word choices provide yet another way for the story to leap over canyons of
time and space, bringing strangers near and making them seem familiar (Perrotta 8).
Phrases and Sentence Structure
Phrases and sentence structures used by Rice continue to support his word selection while
strengthening the audience's connection with story character and plot. In some cases, Rice serves
up the rhythmic patterns and familiar doo-wop language of the fifties with the 'Bap, she was du
wa bap shu was du was' of the chorus's musical underscore in "Song of the King - Seven Fat
Crows" (Lloyd Webber 58). In other instances, Rice' s syllabication is vaguely reminiscent of
the sixties' flower children and a long gone disco era with the 'sha, la, la, la's' in his first act
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finale number," Go, Go, Go, Joseph" (51).
In "Stone the Crows", Rice uses another clever strategy by inserting a reference to
Britain's wartime rationing in the phrases, "Seven years of famine followed, Egypt did not mind
a bit. The first recorded rationing in hist'ry was a hit' (66-67)." These references help audiences
identify with biblical characters, events and places by connecting the past with more recent
historical events or as in the former example, capitalizing on a more contemporary language of
the past.
Another important consideration in the construction of phrases and sentence structure is
the clarity of the lyric itself within the phrase or sentence. Words, once sung, are almost
impossible to repeat with any conviction. And if the phrases or sentence structures are written in
awkward sequences with difficult consonants and unsingable syllables the end result only
impedes the storyline. In Webber's moving award winning melody, "Close Every Door", Rice
provides Joseph with rich phrasing and a structure that transitions and flows seamlessly into one
another:
Close every door to me
Hide all the world from me
Bar all the windows
And shut out the light .(42)
The open vowel sounds coupled with the diphthong, 'ah' allows the singer to open his
mouth wide, sustaining the notes and thus the visual images longer. Combined with LloydWebber's haunting melody written in a minor key which sounds more Judaic than Hebraic, the
piece is truly moving (Citron 121).
Choice of Images
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If Rice's mission was truly to make Joseph's lyrics as funny as possible he surely
succeeded in crafting word choices that make audiences smile, if not downright chuckle. His
lyrics have been carefully selected and arranged to generate humorous images, there by allowing
viewers the opportunity to connect those images with their own personal experiences and view of
life. Francis Hodge in Play Directing: Analysis, Commnnication and Style states:
The produced play actually hovers in the air between the actors on stage and the
audience in the house; it is a froth of images waiting to be rescued and assimilated
by the audience. [The end result] doesn't stop with what is literally set out in these
images from the stage, but continues in a very personal way in the minds and
feelings of the viewers. (63)
One of Tim Rice's clever uses of humorous imagery can be found in the song "Pharaoh's
Dream Explained". Here, Joseph appears to be interpreting the Pharaoh's dream while
simultaneously appearing to make fashion commentary on the Pharaoh's clothing, "All those
things you saw in your pajamas are a long range forecast for your farmers" (Lloyd Webber 63).
Another example of how Rice interjects humor into what should be a tragic situation can be
found in Levi's song, "One More Angel in Heaven". Here rhyme is juxtaposed against the
antithesis of the solemn occasion. The lyrics never fail to elicit audible sounds of delight from
audience members while they watch Levi's attempt to explain Joseph's demise to his father:
When I think of his last great battle
A lump comes to my throat.
It takes a man who knows no fear
To wrestle with a goat.(31)
And who can forget the prismatic colors of "Joseph's [Technicolor] Dreamcoat"? Here
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the composer and lyrist work collaboratively to create an aural and visual kaleidoscope of
imagery that resonates with viewers long after the curtain has fallen:
It was red and yellow and green and brown
And scarlet and black and ocher and peach
And ruby and olive and violet and fawn
And lilac and gold and choc'late and mauve
And cream and crimson and silver and rose
And azure and lemon and russet and grey
And purple and white and pink and orange and blue.(14-19)
Perhaps Kristin Linklater captured definition of the power of words and imagery the best:
When words are seen. tasted. touched, felt, ( ic] they penetrate and break up patterns of thought.
They reach into emotions, memories, associations and they spark the imagination. They bring
life (31).

If we use this definition as our yardstick, surely Tim Rice succeeded in his first try with
Joseph's lyrics.
Peculiar Characteristics, Sounds and Structure of Language
One of the unique peculiarities of Rice's lyrics are his use of Britishisms like "beyond the
pale" or "have a go" and even his use of Americanisms like "a piece of cake" (Citron, 122).
Coupled with his highly criticized imperfect rhyming couplets, Joseph is indeed an unusual work
for a musical originally penned in two short months. While Rice doesn't insist on perfect lyrical
rhymes, he does use the British dialect to his advantage by "Britishizing" the last consonants,
often forcing words such as saw to rhyme with before and yawn with com. Citron cites a few
more examples of Rice's usage of this imperfect rhyme in his book, Sondheim and Lloyd

II
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Webber - The New Musical:
Sometimes he (Rice). was just plain careless, as when he rhymed "man" and
"hand" or "biscuit" and "district". Imperfect rhymes----seem to be like
microphones, a by-product of imperfect speech and imprecise diction, the calling
card of the late twentieth century.(122)
Examples of this exaggerated rhyme scheme can be found on almost every page. By confusing
the "m" with the "n", Rice extends rhyming combinations to allow such couplet combinations as:
time/mine; fine/time; dream/mean.
With this in mind, it is vital for both stage and musical directors to keep diction in mind.
With no dialogue to advance the plot, the Joseph audience is left with the only lyrics. If these
become muddled, mispronounced or misinterpreted, the story fails to succeed. Thus, detailed
work on clarity and diction should be a priority.
Plot, in musicals, is transformed into a song/dance version that allows characters to
express themselves either individually or simultaneously (McMillian 75). A show's unique
phrasing and distinctive dialects allow these same characters to access a story's subtext and
express a deeper feeling and emotion. Time should also be spent analyzing a musical's subtext
and decoding the message or motive a song is actually trying to convey. Scott McMillian
concurs. In his book, The Mu ical a Drama, McMillian states: There is no subtext the musical
cannot get to, and orice gotten to, the hidden motive will be obvious to everyone, transformed
into a different beat; into a melody that can be shared into a lyric others can join (76).
Analysis of Dramatic Action
"You Are What You Feel"

NARRATOR
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"THE DREAMERS"
She informs

"THE PROCASTINATORS"
She states

"THE INVITATION"
She invites

"WHAT YOU ARE"

She ponders

"IT COULD BE YOU"
She gives confidence

"THE PROPHECY"

Please note: The text of the script was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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He foretells

He encourages

"THE DREAMCOAT"
He treasures

He informs

"THE NIGHTMARE"
He distresses
ne

He fears

"THE BEGINNING"

He anticipates

He trusts
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"A RETELLING"

He fears

He heartens

"ANY DREAM WILL DO"

He prays

He enheartens

"Jacob and Sons"

.

"JACOB & HIS

FAMILY"
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She informs

They exclaim

She admires

"THE BROTHERS"
She recites

She introduces

They proclaim

"THE FAVORITE WIFE"
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He honors

He adores

"THE FAVORED
SON"
She warns

"NICE GUYS PLACE LAST"
They grumble

She councils

They complain
"WHAT WE REALLY THINK IS ... "

She forewarns

,I
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"THE GIFT"
She espouses

They admire

They covet

"FIT FOR A KING"
He gloats

They revere

He delights
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She informs

"THE JELOUSY GROWS"
She states

They complain

They envy

They growl

"THE BRAGGART"
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He boasts

"A KALIDESCOPE OF COLOR"

They recite

They cheer

They enthuse

"A WORK OF ART"
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He admires

They flatter

"DITTO THAT"
He gloats

"THE GRAND
RAINBOW''

They astonish

They recite

They enliven
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They exclaim

"THE FINAL BLOW

They madden

They puzzle

"THE DREAM"

He prophesizes

He brags

He taunts

"WE'RE PISSED!"
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They incense

They plot

"THE DREAM CONTINUED"

He informs

He wonders

He daydreams

"A LOAD OF CORN"

They jeer

They worry
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They fear

"BUT WHAT IF HE'S RIGHT?"

They comprehend

"THE DECISION"
They decide

"THEY PLOT, THEY PLAN''
She notifies

They plot

They assault
They abduct

They celebrate

•
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"A CHANGE OF PLAN"
She forewarns

They analyze

They worry
They wonder

They hustle

They con

"THE PAYOFF"
She admonishes

He dismays
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"I'M SCREWED!"
He bemoans

"THE COVERUP"

She distresses

She lectures

She laments

"THE LIE"

He cons

He deceives

"HE'S OUR ANGEL"
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He fabricates

He lies

They pretend

He ridicules

"THE LAST BATTLE"

He lampoons

He misleads

He satirizes
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"ONE LESS PLACE"
He grieves
He wails

They pronounce

He fabricates

"TO JOE!"
They honor

He bluffs

"OUR OWN ANGEL"

He proclaims

He dupes

They declare

lJJ
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They deceive

"JOSEPH IN EGYPT"
She informs

"THE MILLIONAIRE"
She educates

She notifies

He brags

She confirms

"THE SLAVE"
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She states

He encourages

He promotes

She discloses
"THERE'S TROUBLE BREWING"
He bemoans

She factualizes

She cautions

They menace

He warns

"THE SEDUCTION"

-··
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She notices
She entices
She seduces
She demands

"THE PROTEST"
He resists
She captures
He protests

He exclaims

"IT'S ALL ABOUT THE BUSINESS"
He focuses

He recognizes

He comprehends

He distresses
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"THE BETRAYAL"
He angers

He rages

IN THE CLINK"
She laments

She bemoans

"ALONE IN JAIL"
He takes in

He observes

"WHAT YOU WILL"
He contemplates
He declares
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"I'M NOT IMPORTANT"
He respects

He affirms

"WE HAVE BEEN PROMISED"

He challenges

He trusts

He understands

"CLOSE EVERY DOOR"

They pray

They reaffirm

"WHO AM I?"
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He tests

He laments

"I DO NOT MATTER"
He confronts

He implores

"THE.ANSWERS ARE NOT HERE"
He believes

He comprehends

"A PROMISED LAND"

They accept as true

They trust
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"OUT OF LUCK"

She informs

She reflects

"DON'T GIVE UP"
He promotes

He rallies

"YOU'LL BE OK"
They hearten

They inspire

"THE CELL"
She extols
She laments
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"YOU'RE NOT DONE YET"
He reassures

He bolsters

"THE NEW CELLMATES"
She informs

They lament

They plead

"THE BAKER AND THE BUTLER"
She educates
She gossips

She enlightens

"NO GUARANTEES"
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He invites

He warns

"YOU GO FIRST"
She informs
She declares

"THE VISION"
He narrates

He confesses

"GOOD NEWS"
He prophesizes

He predicts
He enthuses

"BATTING CLEAN UP"
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She informs
She divulges

"TWICE AS NICE"
He narrates
He describes

He hopes

"DON'T KILL THE MESSENGER"
He confesses
He commiserates

He reveals

He discloses

"HANG ON JOE!"
They inspire

They prod
They predict
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"YOU'LL BE FINE"
They encourage

They cheer

"GO JOE!"

"YOU'RE GONNA

MAKE IT!"
They hearten

"AHEAD OF YOUR/
MY TIME!"

They bolster

She supports

He heartens

She reassures

I
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He sustains

They exclaim
Character Analysis of Main Characters in Jo eph and the Amazing Teclmicolor Dreamcoat

Because Webber and Rice's musical is based on a portion of the Book of Genesis from
the Old Testament (37-50). , information regarding characters and character development must
be taken from both the play and bible. And while Rice's controversial rhymes might leave much
to be desired (Citron 121). , a more complete representation of each character will result by
combining these texts.

Character Analysis of Joseph
Information from the bible:

•

Experiences prophetic dreams (King James Version, Gen. 37.5).

•

Likes to share his visions with brothers and father (37.9-10).

•

Helpful (37.12-14).

•

Is an obedient hardworking slave who is promoted (39.4).

•

Respects those in authority (39.7-8).

•

Has strong morals and ethics (39.8).

•

Is respected and trusted by his jailers (39.22).

•

Can correctly interpret dreams (40.8-23).

I
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•

Is respectful (41.14).

•

Able to pretends to not to recognize those who are familiar to him (42.7).

•

Accuses others falsely to get what he wants (42.14).

•

Uses bribery to coerce brothers (42.20).

•

Is generous (42.25).

•

Misses his family (43.31).

•

Feels remorseful (45.1-2).

•

Forgives his brothers (45 .5).

•

Compassionate (45.9-13).

•

Hardworking (47.20).

Information from the musical:
•

Is optimistic and hopeful - "Any dream will do" (Lloyd Webber, "Any Dream Will
Do" 2).

•

Boastful - "I look handsome, I look smart, I am a walking work of art" ("Joseph's
Coat" 13).

•

Experiences prophetic dreams - "I dreamed that in the fields one day" ("Joseph's
Dreams" 19).

•

Wonders if he will rise above brothers - "Could it be that I was born for higher things
than you?" ("Joseph's Dreams" 20-21).

•

Willing to submit to those more powerful - "Joseph was an unimportant slave who
found he liked his master" ("Potiphar" 36).
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•

Has leadership skills -"Made him leader of his household" ("Potiphar" 37).

•

Able to resist temptation - "Please stop I don't believe in free love" ("Potiphar" 39).

•

Trusts in God's will - "For we know we shall find our own peace of mind, For we
have been promised a land of our own" ("Close Every Door" 45).

•

Has ability to interpret dreams, but can not guarantee results - "Tell me of your
dreams my friends and I will tell you what they show. Though I cannot guarantee to
get it right, I'll have a go" ("Go, Go, Go, Joseph" 48).

•

Willing to work in a subservient position- "My service to Pharaoh has begun. Tell me
your problems, mighty one" ("Poor, Poor Pharaoh" 57).

•

Willing to offer advice - "What it is you have to find, find a man to lead you
thorough the famine with a flair for economic planning" ("Pharaoh's Dreams
Explained" 63).

•

Maintains a positive outlook despite experiences to date - "Anyone from anywhere
can make it if they get a lucky break" ("Stone the Crows" 68).

•

Able to play a prank- "I will now take them all for a ride. After all, they have tried
fratricide" ("The Brothers Come to Egypt" 76).

•

Uses the past to inform the present- "And now I realize why" ("Grovel, Grovel" 76).

•

Willing to feign ignorance and falsely accuse others- "How do I know where you
come from? You could be spies" ("Grovel, Grovel" 77).

•

Pretends to fake emotion in order to gain leverage- "All this tugging at my
heartstrings seems quite justified. I shall give you what you came for and lots more
beside" ("Grovel, Grovel" 79).

•

Uses illegal acts as an end to his means - "Then unseen, Joseph nipped out around the
back and planted a cup in young Benjamin's sack" ("Grovel, Grovel" 80).
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•

Able to recognize a change in others- "Joseph knew buy this his brothers now were
honest men." ("Joseph All The Time" 87).

•

Remains hopeful and positive - "The world and I, we are still waiting, still hesitating
-any dream will do" ("Finale/Any Dream Will Do/Give Me My Colored Coat" 95100).
Character Analysis of Jacob

Information from the bible:
Favors one child over another (King James Version, Gen.37.3).
Fearful of things he does not understand (37.10).
Rules over his household and his sons (37.13).
Mourns son's death (37.31-35).
Demonstrates leadership through difficult times (42.1-3).
Shelters those he loves (42.36-38).
Willing to bribe people to get what he wants (43.11-12).
Able to let those he loves go (43.13).
Celebrates reunions (46.1-2).
Able to learn from past mistakes (48.9-15).
Information from the musical:
•

Loves one child more than another - "And Joseph was my joy because he reminded me
of her" (Lloyd Webber, "Joseph's Coat" 8).

•

Lives his life through others - "Through young Joseph, Jacob lived his youth again, loved
him, praised him" ("Joseph's Coat" 8).
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•

Blind to the dangers of his affections - "And his father couldn't see the danger"
("Joseph's Coat" 9).

•

Demonstrative - "Jacob wanted to show the world he loved his son, to make it
clear that Joseph was the special one so Jacob bought his son a coat" ("Joseph's
Coat" 10).

•

Mournful - "There's one more tear in my eye" ("One More Angel in Heaven"
30).

•

Suffers during the famine - "Jacob's family was finding it tough" ("The Brothers
Come to Egypt" 74).

•

Feels rejuvenated by family reunion- "So Jacob came to Egypt no longer feeling
old" ("Jacob in Egypt" 89).
Character Analysis of Joseph's Brothers

Information from the bible:
•

Jealous of father's love for younger brother (King James Version, Gen. 37.4).

•

Angry and fearful of things they don't understand (37.8).

•

Willing to commit murder to get what they want (37.19-20).

•

Able to rethink illegal activities (37.21).

•

Can be persuasive (37.23-24).

•

Willing to sell off family members as a way of getting rid of them (37. 27).

•

Willing to lie to cover-up crimes (37.31-32).

•

Able to comfort those in mourning (37.35).

•

Able to ask for help (42.3).
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•

Respectful (42.6).

•

Willing to sacrifice those they love as proof of innocence (42.18-21).

•

Repentant (42.22).

•

Able to sacrifice those they love in exchange for brother (42.37-38).

•

Worry about father's health (44.22).

•

Apologetic for previous actions (45.14).

•

Can celebrate the reunion of family members (46.31-32).

•

Able to take risks by leaving Canaan and establishing new life in Egypt with Jacob
and their family (47.27).

Information from the musical:
•

Feel unloved - "It made the rest feel second best" (Lloyd Webber, "Joseph's Coat" 9).

•

Feel left out - "We're great guys but no one seems to notice" ("Joseph's Coat" 9).

•

Not fond of younger brother - "Joseph's charm and winning smile failed to slay them
in the aisle" ("Joseph's Coat" 9).

•

Jealous of father's gift - "Joseph's brothers weren't too pleased with what they saw"
("Joseph's Coat" 12).

•

Hold grudges - "We had never liked him all that much before" ("Joseph's Coat" 12).

•

Annoyed by brother's dreams - "But what makes us mad are the things that Joseph
tells us of the dreams he's often had" ("Joseph's Dreams" 19).

•

Willing to eradicate those who threaten them - "It seems to us that Joseph and his
dreams should disappear" ("Joseph's Dreams" 20).
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•

Fearful of what they don't understand - "That is, we hope they won't come true what
if he's right all along? ("Joseph's Dreams" 22).

•

Able to walk away from those in need - "Let us leave him here, all alone, and he's
bound to die" ("Poor, Poor, Joseph" 24).

•

Change originally plans - "In a flash the brothers changed their plans." ("Poor, Poor,
Joseph" 24).

•

Sell Joseph to Ishmaelites - "Silver coins for Jacob's favorite son" ("Poor, Poor,
Joseph" 25).

•

Resort to cover-up - "They dipped his coat in blood and guts and gore". ("Poor, Poor,
Joseph" 25).

•

Lie to their father - "If he had not laid down his life, we all would now be dead"
("One More Angel in Heaven" 31-32).

•

Miss their past lives- "Those Canaan days we used to know, where have they gone,
where did they go?" ("Those Canaan Days" 70-71).

•

Respectful in presence of Prince - "So they all lay before Joseph's feet" ("The
Brothers Come to Egypt" 75).

•

Use pity to get what they want - "Life is slowly ebbing from us" ("The Brothers
Come to Egypt" 78).

•

Use flattery -"Though we know we count for nothing when up next to you" ("The
Brothers Come to Egypt" 77).

•

Willing to submit to a more powerful leader- "Grovel, grovel, cringe, bow, stoop,
fall, worship, worship, beg, kneel, sponge, crawl ("The Brothers Come to Egypt" 77).

•

Willing to plead for those they believe are innocent - "Show him some mercy, oh
mighty one please." ("Who's the Thief?" 83).
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•

Advocate for those they love - "Benjamin is an innocent man" ("Benjamin Calypso"
86).

•

Unable to believe physical proof when in front of them- "Joseph, Joseph, is it really
you? ("Joseph All the Time" 87).
Character Analysis of the Pharaoh

Information from the bible:
•

Enforces his own rule by jailing those who angered him (King James Version,
Gen.40.1-3).

•

Pardons those who deserve it (40.21).

•

Seeks help for interpretation for a troubling dream (41.8).

•

Appoints Joseph as overseer of his lands (41.37-44).

•

Presents gifts to those he favors: ring, fine linens and a gold chain (41.42).

•

Renames prisoners (41.45).

Information from the musical:
•

Is a powerful man- "Pharaoh, he was a powerful man" (Lloyd Webber, "Pharaoh'
Story" 53).

•

Is called Rameses - "If you ever find yourself near Rameses" ("Pharaoh's Story" 53).

•

Experiences troubling dreams and seeks help - "Well fetch this Joseph man I need
him to help me if he can" ("Poor, Poor, Pharaoh" 56).

•

Despite position of power, he doesn't mind asking a slave for assistance - "So don't
be cruel Joseph. Help me I beg of you" ("Song of the King: Seven Fat Crows" 60).

•

Feels grateful for help and promotes those who deserve it - "You shall lead us
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through this crisis. You shall be my number two" ("Stone the Crows" 65).
•

Pardons those who help him - "Joseph got a royal pardon and a host of splendid
things, a chariot of gold, a cloak, a medal and some signet rings" ("Stone the Crows"
65-66).

•

Treats close employees as friends - "Joseph we are the perfect team, old buddies,
that's you and me" ("Stone the Crows" 67).
Character Analysis of Potiphar

Information from the bible
•

Is prosperous and wealthy (King James Version, Gen. 39.2).

•

Trusts his employees (39 .1-6).

•

Blindly trusts wife and believes what she says (39.19).

•

Jails those who wrong him (39.20).

Information from the musical
•

Is wealthy- "He was one of Egyptian's millionaires having made a fortune buying
shares in Pyramids" (Lloyd Webber, "Potiphar" 35).

•

Notices talents and skills of others - "Potiphar could see that Joseph was a cut about
the average" ("Potiphar" 37).

•

Promotes those who deserve it- "Made him leader of his household" ("Potiphar" 37).

•

Has trouble with his wife - "But my wife would never toe the line" ("Potiphar" 37).

•

Realizes money can't buy everything - "Gold would never make him happy if she
didn't love him" ("Potiphar" 40).

•

Seeks revenge- "Joseph, I'll see you rot in jail" ("Potiphar" 41).
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The Idea of the Play
To understand the idea of the play, one only needs to look at the title: Joseph and The
Arnazjng Technicolor Dreamcoat and listen to the coat's kaleidoscope of colors: "It was red and
yellow and green and brown and scarlet and black and ochre and peach and ruby and olive and
violet and fawn and lilac and gold and chocolate and mauve and cream and crimson and silver
and rose and azure and lemon and russet and grey and purple and white and pink and orange and
blue. ("Joseph's Coat" 14-19).
The musical's plot is a well-known drama, befitting of any daytime soap time slot or
best-selling novella: the young favored child, the gift of a beautiful coat, deep-seeded family
rivalries, kidnapping, lies, false accusations, an arrest, a new identity and an unlikely rise to
power and fortune. The story is also a tale of forgiveness, redemption and reconciliation.
Best known as the first musical collaboration between Andrew Lloyd Webber and Tim
Rice Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Drean1coat takes its loosely based script from the Old
Testament's Book of Genesis chapters 37- 46. The story follows Jacob's favorite son, Joseph,
and his polarizing relationship with eleven resentful brothers. The plot has resonance and a
lesson that resonates with audiences throughout the ages that been retold both in story and song.
Royall Tyler's sacred drama titled "Joseph and His Brethren" and Issac Cody's rather lengthy,
five act play written in 1808 entitled, "A Tragedy, Founded on the History of Joseph and his
Brethren, as Recorded in Sacred Scriptures" are only two theatrical knock-offs of this familiar
biblical tale (Budd 578). In 1887, Joseph Lateiner' s historical operetta, "Joseph and His
Brothers" premiered at the Oriental Theatre - formerly known as the Bowery Gardens
(Robertson 102).
The storybook operetta begins by introducing a narrator who relates Joseph's musical tale
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to an on-set group of "school children" (homage to the musical's early genesis)., inviting
children and audience alike to listen and dream, concluding with the knowledge that a lesson has
been taught and learned. Much like Joseph's multicolored dreamcoat, the musical contains a
pastiche of loosely connected musical gemes told through a sung-through story frame. In
addition to including a family friendly storyline, universal themes and catchy music, Joseph
contains a musical concept and theme that is both circular in nature and structure - an 'aria de
capo'. This circuitry is revealed in a line from a song Joseph sings in the beginning of the
musical and then revisits again at the end entitled, "Any Dream Will Do"; 'Let us return to the
beginning .... any dream will do' (Lloyd Webber).
The strength of this particular musical is the timelessness of the subject and content
matter. Kevin and Louise Perrotta in their book Joseph the Dreamer, write: Hearing about a
father's favoritism and brothers' envy, we immediately feel that we are on common ground with
these people. We suspect that their story will involve conflict, tragedy, and, hopefully,
reconciliation - as our own families' storied sometimes do (6).
Central to the storyline are the particularly complex emotions that in themselves form a
kind of circuitry: guilt, repentance, forgiveness and reconciliation. These emotions should be
considered from two perspectives: that of the victim and of the perpetrator (Schimmel 60). At
first glance, one might assume that only Joseph is the victim. After all, he was envied and hated
by his brothers, sold into slavery then passed off as dead to his father. There are in fact two
victims -Joseph and his brothers.
The Bible cites two examples of guilt the brothers must have been experiencing. The first
example occurs when Reuben intervenes with his brothers' plans to kill Joseph and convincing
them instead to cast Joseph into a pit (Gen.37.21-22). The second and more powerful example
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of the brother's guilt occurs after Joseph asks them to bring their youngest brother to him. This
time, the brothers openly express their guilt out loud to each other and to Joseph, who
unbeknownst to them can understand them. The brothers wonder if all of their recent troubles
were the result of their malicious act some thirteen years earlier and they repent (42.21-22). The
circle comes full cycle when Joseph reveals his true identity to the brothers. Joseph extends the
hand of reconciliation to his brothers who in tum, forgive Joseph for his false accusations,
harassment, and imprisonment - reinforcing the story's aria de capo or 'return to the beginning'.
Tim Rice's original inspiration for his Joseph story was The Wonder Book of Bible
Storie (Citron 117). While Joseph's history engages children much more than most of the Old
Testament, many parents feel that it holds particularly useful lessons for their offspring. Joseph's
'rags to riches' climb via his virtues who then shares his wealth with his family is a current
success myth (Budd 578). Even Mark Twain called Joseph, " ... the noblest of the Old
Testament patriarchs ... "(580).
The storyline itself resonates with circuitry. Near the end of the musical, just when
Joseph has saved Egypt from famine, Rice's lyrics impart an optimistic piece of advice with the
words, "anyone from anywhere can make it, if they get a lucky break" ("Stone the Crows"). The
story then continues noting that although Joseph has gone as far as he can go, what about the
family Joseph left behind? At this moment, the circuitry of guilt, repentance, forgiveness and
reconciliation begins once again and story's theme is once again revisited. The brothers go to
Egypt, allowing Joseph the opportunity to frame Benjamin with a golden cup thereby setting up a
situation for the brothers to redeem themselves by offering to take Benjamin's punishment - the
cycle of moral forgiveness now complete (Citron 124).
In addition to supporting the show's circular theme both thematically and musically,
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Webber and Rice reinforce the concept visually as well. At the show's end, the narrator returns,
not just to re-introduce Joseph, but sings along side him. As added emphasis, the musical finale
is a combination of the musical' s beginning song, "Any Dream Will Do", with the addition of a
refrain entitled, "Give Me My Colored Coat" - symbolic of the story's uplifting, happy, and
joyful ending- a stark contrast to the show's simple, humble beginning.
Overall, the musical has a joyous feeling that when combined with the show's sweet
childlike tones and positive upbeat musical energy quickly becomes a family favorite. It is easy
to see why this well-known, familiar tale retains its power and mission, helping make the
Biblical story accessible even to contemporary audiences.
Previous Reviews
Throughout the 1950s and early 1960s, Broadway's influence on mainstream America
could be measured on the music charts and provided mainstream American with hundreds of
songs (Miller 124). With the advent of the Vietnam War and tumultuous social change,
Broadway musicals fell out of favor with Pop culture. Protests and political activism polarized an
already divided nation, pushing Broadway further out of top mainstream music. In May 1964,
Louis Armstrong's rendition of "Hello, Dolly" broke the Beatles six straight weeks run of
number one hits (Broadway). That was the last time a Broadway song hit the top ten charts.
There was a new musical innovation quickly taking hold and becoming the favored sound of the
era's rebellious generation: Rock and Roll.
It took a while for Broadway theatres to recognize and capitalize on this musical form.
Composers tried to use various forms of the medium to boost Broadway attendance but their
attempts fell short. As Miller notes, "Unfortunately, in the early 1970s, the people who were
listening to rock and roll were not the people buying theatre tickets" (124). In 1967, the tribal
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love-rock musical, Hair, premiered becoming the first ever Broadway musical with an entire
rock score (Broadway). Suddenly, the demographic group avoiding Broadway venues were
flocking to buy tickets. Hair paved the way for other shows with similar musical styles. One
musical in particular affected by this growing musical form was written by two English
playwrights, Andrew Lloyd-Webber and Tim Rice. With the popularity of their newly released
single, "Jesus Christ Superstar," the concert-album-turned-rock-opera roared onto the Mark
Hellinger Theatre in New York on October 12, 1971. Tempered with infectious rock and roll
harmonies and rhythms while utilizing a well-known cast of characters from one of the greatest
stories ever told, the musical forever solidified rock and roll's influence on theatre (Miller 123).
And while this was the pair's first bonafide hit, it was not their first musical collaboration. Three
years earlier, the pair penned a fifteen minute "pop cantata" for the school choir at St. Paul's
Junior School at Colet Court Hammersmith during the summer of 1967. On March 1, 1968, the
first performance of Joseph with musical score composed by Andrew Lloyd Webber and lyrics
by Tim Rice was presented in the school's old Assembly Hall.
The production, largely attended by parents and relatives, might have gone unnoticed if it
had not been for Nicholas Jewell, the son of Britain's foremost pop and jazz critic, Derek Jewell,
who was a pupil attending the Colet Court school. Entitled, Pop Goe Joseph, the May 19th, 1968
London Sunday Times review began:
"GIVE US food" the brothers said,"
Dieting is for the birds"
Joseph gave them all they wanted
Second helpings, even thirds ...

I
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Even on paper the happy bounce of lyrics like these comes through. They are
exactly right for the singing by several hundred boys' voices. With two organs,
guitars, drums and a large orchestra the effect is irresistible.
The cantata was such a resounding success that a second performance was repeated at
Central Hall, Westminster on May 12th where the show was expanded to twenty minutes
followed closely by a third performance on November 9th at St. Paul's Cathedral where is was
expanded once again to include songs such as "Potiphar".
Despite the favorable reviews, Joseph was far from a complete musical and still needed
work. Jewell writes:Musically, Joseph is not all gold. It needs more light and shade. A very
beautiful melody, "Close Every Door to Me" is one of the few points when the hectic pace slows
down. The snap and crackle of the rest of the work tends to be too insistent, making the impact
of the words which, unlike many in pop, are important. And there was the problem - pop rock
music.
Miller in his latest book, Sn·ike Up the Band, notes, "The reason pure rock and pop music
doesn't usually work in a stage musical is largely its intrinsically repetitive nature" (128). The
very nature of a musical's developmental structure requires the ability to hold an audience's
attention for over two hours. With the usage of fewer cords, repetitive lyrics, or as the case with
pop songs, a repetitive chorus using the same lyrics each time, a rock musical does not have the
time or space necessary to convey the required character and plot information standard musicals
require in such an abbreviated span of time. However, pop/rock music's very weakness could
also be its strength. Miller goes on to point out, "Part of the appeal of rock and roll is its
simplicity, our ability to sing along after hearing the first chorus" (129). By combining an eventdriven Bible story with this new musical theatre form, Webber and Rice created a more
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character-driven show, using the juxtaposition of musical style coupled with subject matter to
allow audience members to spend more time on the story's subtext, the character's inner life and
figuring out why these familiar characters act the way they do (129).
Written during an era when musical theatre songs of the past stated a great deal about
character, situation, subtext, foreshadowing and plot, Joseph, for audiences growing up in the
sixties, appeared fresh and new. It also became the template for Webber and Rice's next mega
musical and uber commercial success, Jesu Christ Superstar.
An early New York Times review of Entermedia Theatre's November 19, 1981
production found favor with the oft-told musicalized Old Testament tale. Mel Gussow writes:
With its innocent and gently satiric attitude toward sacred music, it is decidedly a musical for
young people, the sort of show that could serve as an introduction to the theatre and also to Bible
study. All singing, no talking, it is both a pop opera and a Sunday school pageant.
Time magazine concurred. Their December 7, 1981 write up declared Joseph a "better
rounded, more buoyant and totally unpretentious" musical (91). Whether the musical owes its
successful beginnings to its birth by a child's chorus or it's light-hearted, loosely connected
musical score of novelty numbers that contain a pastiche of musical genres: French ballad parody
("Those Canaan Days"). , Elvis-inspired rock and roll ("Song of the King"). , western ("One
More Angel In Heaven"). , 1920's ragtime ("Potiphar"). , and disco ("Go, Go, Go Joseph"). ,
Rice and Webber wrote a musical that entertains and amuses.

If there is danger in the show not succeeding, it would be in the same areas most shows
stumble: failure to follow through with a production concept, leads who overact, chaotic
direction or wearily, over-used cheesy production values. The few critical and cynical stage
reviews focus mostly around productions staged during the 1991-1993 revivals. Eric Boehlert in

II
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his 1993 review for Billboard magazine called Joseph a "big-money production filled with so
much hot air that it finally bursts like a balloon during the closing number" (75). Michael
Feingold ditched the same production calling it "bilge with Bible stories and sugar added" (The
Village Voice, 113 ). It is interesting to note that the 1991 revival was the first production to add
a children's chorus as part of the character cast. It wasn't until the movie version of Joseph
starring Donny Osmond was filmed in 1999 that the musical was able to reach a far wider
audience. The video was shown in the United States on PBS television stations April 5, 2000 and
starred Joan Collins as Mrs. Potiphar, Richard Attenborough as Jacob and Maria Friedman as the
Narrator. The video was nominated for Best Directing, Best Editing and Best Live-Action Video
Premier. That same year, the musical won the Silver Rose award from the Rose d'Or Light
Entertainment Festival for music (Awards). It is perhaps the video version of Joseph that
remains the most memorable to contemporary audiences. In 1991, "Any Dream Will Do" won
an Ivor Novello Award for best song on Broadway.
A new U.S. Tour starring Amy Adams as the Narrator and Patrick Cassidy (son of actress
Shirley Jones). as Joseph opened September 6, 2005. This revival appears to have gotten it
"right". Reviews of Cassidy's work and the show's updated look are generally positive. Perhaps
having both sons as members of the children's chorus and his wife as Mrs. Potiphar help the
show maintain that 'family feeling'. After the BBC's wildly successful television success,
Finding Maria, a reality television show created to find the lead for Lloyd-Webber's remake of
Rodger's and Hammerstein's musical hit Sound of Music, a new reality series was born.
Entitled, Any Dream Will Do, from the song with the same title, and hosted by Graham Norton,
wanna-be Joseph candidates 'sang for their supper' in hopes of landing the role of "Joseph" in
Lloyd-Webber's latest West End revival of Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat.
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There has even been an all-women production produced on Jerusalem's West Bank in the Etzion
Bloc in 2001.
The Really Useful Website lists an impressive array of facts and figures for one of the
Bible's most musical tales:
•

Twelve different cast albums in the show's thirty one year history.

•

Each year of 500 school and amateur productions in the UK alone with over
750 productions in the United States and Canada alone.

•

Joseph has been produced in thirteen different countries and eighty cities in
the United States simultaneously.

•

To date, the musical has been produced in 20,000 schools with over 700,000
performers and seen by over nine million audience members.

Although Tim Rice had nothing to do with the current revival, he is quick to remind
others that as a show, the true originality can be found in a simpler version:
As a show, it's never really gone away because in a sense it was written for
school and colleges and things like that. I'm always happiest when it's done that
way. The commercial success was a bonus. I mean, the great thing about Joseph is
that it's survived on its own merits for twenty five years, and that has to be
because of the strength of the piece. Originally it wasn't launched with a ten
million pound budget and enormous publicity. It slow grew, and was discovered.
("Joseph and The Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat")
Information on the Playwrights
Amid presidential impeachments and the social change of the sixties and seventies, two
young "twenty-somethings", Andrew Lloyd-Webber and Tim Rice, had just finished their first
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successful collaboration a concert album entitled Joseph and the Technicolor Dreamcoat. The
pair originally met through a mutual teacher friend, Desmond Elliot, who had asked them to
collaborate on a new musical his students could produce ("About Superstar and Its Writers"). It
was the beginning of what would become one of the most widely recognized and highly
successful musical partnerships today.
Andrew Lloyd Webber was born in 1948 to a musical family; his father was a director of
the London College of Music, a respected composer and organist and his mother was a piano
teacher. Webber followed in their footsteps from an early age, learning the piano, French horn
and violin. By six he was building little toy theatre, and by age nine he had already published his
first composition, an opera based on Oscar Wilde's The Impor ance of Being Earnest (Jesus
Christ Super tar).
His teenage years, however, were the most influential in shaping Andrew's future. While
attending Westminster School, he composed songs for student revues and attended West End
musical theatre performances with his Aunt Vi, a former actress (Coveney). Shows such as West
Side Story, South Pacific and My Fair Lady made a lasting impression on the young Webber and
he became a complete Rogers and Hammerstein devotee.
In his later years, Webber attended the Guildhall School of Music and Drama, the Royal
College of Music and one term at Oxford University where he studied architecture. Andrew
Lloyd Webber met Tim Rice in 1965 and dropped out of school after one term to work with
Rice.
Tim Rice was born in Amersham, England in 1944 (Jesu Chri t Superstar). He attended
religious schools in Paris and studied law in London (Nassour 15). When Rice met Webber, he
was singing and writing lyrics for the pop groups The Aardvarks and Whang And The Cheviots.
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After hearing that Webber was looking for someone to collaborate with, Rice wrote asking to set
up a meeting, suggesting that the budding composer and lyric writer could write pop songs
together: "I wondered if you considered it worthwhile meeting me? I may fall short of your
requirements, but anyway it would be interesting to meet up - I hope!" (Coveney).
While it was not an ideal partnership as both composers' goals and experiences were different,
both shared an interest in rock and roll. Their now famous partnership began with a failed
musical comedy entitled, The Likes of Us ab~ut Thomas John Berbardo, a Victorian doctor and
philanthropist (Nassour 15).
A commissioned end-of-term piece by Alan Doggett, the former music teacher of Julian,
Andrew's younger brother, who was teaching at the Colet Court preparatory school in
Hammersmith was the turning point. Although Doggett did not insist, it was implied that the
work should have some religious significance (Citron 116). Webber asked Rice if he would
write the lyrics.
With a plot containing all the dramatic intrigue and fantastical story elements of a best
selling novella or prime-time soap, Tim's favorite Bible story of Joseph, his coat of many colors,
and his eleven brothers was a perfect fit - especially from a marketing perspective in an all-male
school with an audience of parents! Rice's original inspiration for his Joseph story was not the
Genesis version in the Bible but The Wonder Book of Bible Stories and he chose wisely. The
tightly packaged story began:
Joseph, a young man of seventeen, was tending the flock with his brothers .... Now
Israel loved Joseph more than any of his other sons, because he had been born to
him in his old age; and he made a richly ornamental robe for him. When his

-
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brothers saw that their father loved him more than any of then, they hated him and
could not speak a kind word to him. (117)
Joseph and The Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat was presented as a cantata at the Colet
Court School in London on March 151, 1968 and lasted twenty minutes. The second performance,
in expanded form was also presented by the Colet Court boys on May 12, 1968 at Central Hill
Westminster complete with a rock group called The Mixed Bag, William Lloyd Webber on
organ and Tim playing out his rock and roll fantasies, singing an Elvis inspired song entitled,
"The Song of the King". The performance might have gone unnoticed if it had not been for
Nicholas, Jewell, the son of Britain's foremost pop and jazz critic, Derek Jewell, who was a pupil
attending the Colet Court. Entitled, Pop Goes Joseph, the performance was reviewed by Derek
Jewell for the London Sunday Time :Throughout its twenty-minute duration it bristles with
wonderfully singable tunes. It entertains. It communicates instantly, as all good pop should. And
it is a considerable piece of barrier-breaking by its creators, two men in their early twenties Tim Rice, the lyricist and Andrew Lloyd Webber who wrote the music. (118)
Webber and Rice immediately distributed photocopies of Jewell's review to all recording
companies and Novello agreed to publish the work. A third performance took place on
November 9, 1968 at St. Paul's Cathedral where Joseph was expanded to include such songs as
"Potiphar" With Decca record offering to record it, Tim and Andrew lengthened the piece to
thirty-five minutes. The January 1969 release of Joseph was a success. Despite only selling three
thousand copies, the Record Mirror, England's top recording journal raved: "Some excellent
lyrics and melodies and really all absolutely splendid" (Citron 119).
A third version of the musical, Coat of Many Colours was performed at the 1972
Edinburgh Festival where it was preceded by an act of medieval plays. On February 1i\ 1973
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the Edinburgh version of the musical was presented with a companion piece entitled, Jacob s
Journey that related the early life of Joseph's father, Jacob. Unfortunately, the combination of
mostly spoken dialogue first act with a largely sung-through second act did not work and
"Jacob's Journey" was eventually phased out. Joseph received its first major production in its
present form at the Haymarket Theatre, Leicester, England.
The first American amateur production took place on May 1970 at the College of the
Immaculate Conception in Douglastown, New York. The fifth and last iteration of Joseph was an
in presented in Brooklyn, New York in 1976. While there was huge interest from colleges,
schools and professional productions, Joseph never achieved any real commercial success until it
opened at the Ford's Theatre in Washington on April 13t\ 1980 where it ran for seven months
(Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat, souvenir program). The musical toured the
United States eventually ending up at New York's Entermedia Theatre in November 1981. This
final version was the most successful and in January 1982, the show transferred uptown to the
Royale Theatre closing after 747 performances. (Citron 120).\
Joseph is categorized as an "Immortality musical" - one of three religious/historical
musicals penned by Lloyd Webber and based on Biblical or historical characters. The storybook
operetta introduces a narrator who relates Joseph's musical tale to an on-set group of "school
children" (homage to the musical's early genesis). inviting children and audience alike to listen
and dream, concluding with the knowledge that a lesson has been taught and learned.
'Let us return to the beginning .... any dream will do'.
Told through story frame, the cheerful, light-hearted musical is a sung-through, loosely
connected series of novelty numbers containing a pastiche of musical genres: French ballad
parody ("Those Canaan Days"). , Elvis-inspired rock and roll ("Song of the King"). , western
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("One More Angel In Heaven"). , 1920's ragtime ("Potiphar"). , and disco ("Go, Go, Go
Joseph"). Lloyd-Webber's simplistic tunes were the perfect vehicle for Rice's catchy lyrics. In
addition to including a family friendly storyline, universal themes and catchy music, Joseph
contains a musical concept that is both circular in nature and structure - an 'aria de capo' . This
circuitry is revealed in a line from a song Joseph sings in the beginning of the musical and then
revisits again at the end, "Any Dream Will Do".
Today, both gentlemen continue their successful musical careers - individually and
sometimes collaboratively, although not as closely as they did in their earlier years. Both men
have been knighted, Webber in 1992 and Rice in 1994. When combined, the awards both men
have won total eleven Tony awards, four Oscars, twelve Ivor Novello awards, a Golden Globe,
numerous International awards, as well as wide audience acclaim. It is interesting to note that
during the Broadway revival run of Jesus Christ Superstar, the pair had a total of four shows
playing simultaneously on the Great White Way ("About Superstar and Its Writers").
Although Joseph continues to be performed by both professional and amateur groups all
over the world, Lloyd-Webber himself says the musical is at its best when performed by a small
choir group - the purpose for which it was originally intended.
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Leamer Goals and Outcomes
By participating in this production of Josepb and The Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat,
it is my hope that all participants (director, cast, production staff and crew). will continue to
explore, expand and develop in both their artistic and personal lives - as performers and
members of a larger artistic world community.
Artistic Performance Goals

•

Develop an appreciation for the impact of quality musical theatre performance on
a growing community audience.

•

Gain a basic understanding of basic body positions and staging terminology
including use of levels, vocal dynamics, gestures, climatic composition and stage
pictures.

•

Build upon existing performance skills thorough effective use of body and voice
resulting in the creation of believable characters.

•

Develop an appreciation for musical theatre choreography and movement and in
particular, how these two forms impact the form and function of storytelling.

•

Discover how to work as an ensemble in order to tell a story.

•

Be willing to take risks as an actor through exploration of character choice.

•

Learn how to develop and maintain vocal health during demanding musical
rehearsals and performances.
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Personal Life Skills

•

Learn that the creative process is just that - a process.

•

Respect the creative work of self and others.

•

Develop and build upon personal and professional relationships with cast and
crew.

•

Discover the joy and satisfaction in a performance well done.
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Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat
Production Journal
Production notes cover from early fall through the final performance. Included in the
notes are also emails documenting correspondence between Chad and members of the production
team.
3 August, 2006
I just returned from school and already we're in the thick of production meetings for
Chicago AND Joseph. Chad will be heading back to school in a couple of weeks and it's
important we get a chance to deal with the Joseph design before he goes back to school. I can't
believe how many school hours I've already spent on Chicago. I'm beginning to think that show
should have been my thesis. We're meeting tomorrow to kick around images and research. I'm
soooooooo glad I got a chance to do a little work while at school. I LOVE that library! It was so
helpful with the JCS research - before I found out a national tour blacked out rights to all
productions for the rest of 06-07 !! Crap! I did receive an email from Dean Neal letting me know
he would "love to play a biblical character". Thank God! He i one of the very few guys in the
Central Maine Area that has the vocal range and ability to ing that part. He can al o play the
25+ age range that "Joseph" has to traverse from the show's beginning of the show until its end.
The downside is while Dean's a great musician and always comes knowing his music,
interpretation is great, etc., he's a novice as far as acting goes. He has only been in two shows Little Shop of Horror as the voice of the plant and Into The Wood as the prince /wolf.
I'm feeling a little rushed. I just got back from school for heaven's sake and rehearsals
are beginning for Chicago. It will be good to kick a few Joseph ideas around though. Just getting
a few things down on paper will heip me begin show preparation. Researching two shows at
once is crazy. Ok ... enough said.

5 August, 2006
Chad has already read my concept statement and got great ideas for color (using the coat
as inspiration. He doesn't know the musical. Not sure whether that's a good thing or not. We
spoke about the national tour coming to Maine ometime in January. Since Ive already een the
show twice, it's really not important that I go. I'm thinking it might be nice if he did.
Diane kept the perusal so I'll get a copy to Chad and see if by the next time we meet, he
can have at least the first act read. I promised him that I'd give him a scene/location breakdown
and we can begin talking about textures, set needs etc. Hated to leave the discussion, but we'd
both like to have the renderings completed for Chicago before first call. Once school starts for us
both, we won' t get as much accomplished on Joseph as we would like.
8 August, 2006
Diane called me today with some exciting new : she met with David DeSilva (FAMEthe Musical!) mid-July and he's asked the Waterville Opera House to hold the U.S. Premier of
his new musical, FAME FOREVER-Reunion and Rebirth. Would I be interested in directing?
Hell, yes!
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The script is sitting on her desk so next time I'm down, I'll pick it up. There's a lot of
ground to be covered when considering producing a new musical. As much as I'd like to talk
about it here (and elsewhere), I'm going to remain "mum" until the ink is dry and Diane meets
with David earlier next year.
13 August, 2006
Chad's leaving for school and I'm starting to panic about getting things completed for
section I. To top things off, Mike's dad was doing well while I was gone, but things have started
to slid- the beginning of the end, I'm afraid. I was shocked to see him my first week back. This
is a man who stood, 6'7", hands like small hams and fingers like sausages. I still remember the
first time I met him and thought my hand was being swallowed up by Moby Dick. Everyone has
their "Bud Susi story" and they all have the same common theme: giant, hunkering man, the
"friendly-giant" with the deep, gravely voice willing to do almost anything for a neighbor. He
was a sort of Italian 'Paul Bunyan' of the Central Maine area. Dad came from good "Italian
stock" - the first born of an immigrant family. I credit "Nana" and "Papa" for his work ethic.
Dad's stories were great fodder for a play- probably the reason why he became the central
character in Wes' play writing class. Truth be told, the play haunts me and hinders my current
work. Every day I bury an urge to open up the computer and begin working on his story.
Perhaps, someday soon - when my six show season is over. Ha!!!
I'm hoping Chad has at least read the musical or listened to the music (just like reading)
so we can begin some basic design elements. It feels far away to him, I'm sure - May. He
doesn't realize how quickly time passes. (He's too young.)
20 August, 2006
Today was the first meeting/read through with Chicago cast. The production team also
met earlier to make sure we had all our 'ducks in a row'; Sound, lights, set, costume,
choreographers, TD as well as set builder - more than needed in such a small room. The cast
LOVES the set. They also enjoyed looking at the few costume sketches we had to date. Chad is
leaving in a day or so. He's going to be sending drawings via CAD/CAM so Diane is going to
load a program onto the Opera House system.
Chad hasn't had time to read the Joseph script, but said he would be able to get to it in a
month or so. I was hoping that we could begin discussions after the Chicago rroduction meeting.
I bought a ticket to the professional tour that will be in Maine on January 12' . Since I've already
seen the production, I'm thinking I'll give Chad my ticket. He'll also be home for the Chicago
opening, as well as Thanksgiving and Christmas. Diane has asked him to design lights for
Anatomy of Gray, my January production at the Opera House. Since I directed the show for MCI
last year during our one act competition, the research is done. I'll email Chad the concept
statement. He already has a copy of the script and the music. I'm beginning to think he's as crazy
as I am juggling three shows at the same time. Well, at least I have company.
10 September, 2006
Production meeting - Chicago: no opportunity to talk about Joseph.
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01 October, 2006
Production meeting- Chicago: no opportunity to work on Joseph. Costumes are coming
along nicely; however, I'm worried about Anne (our TD) and her light plot (or should I say lack
of one). She seems highly stressed. There's an undercurrent of discontent between her, Bridget
and Diane. No one seems to understand how to meet production deadline . I'm not worried about
the costumes and sound - there are good people on top of that. However, set construction,
adve1tising and light. are a big problem at the moment. Chad ha emailed me a number of time
wondering how things are coming along. Gee h, I'm thinking he hould be talking to the TD, but
Anne appears to alienate those she needs mo t. No wonder - every time I talk with her she bur t
into tears and launches into some story about people not doing their jobs, being overworked, etc.
I have an undergraduate degree in psychology, but I didn't sign on to be a counselor for this
show.
I'm hoping this isn't a sign of what's to come with Joseph.
08 October, 2006
I've only had time to talk with Chad about the US arch and the bed wedge needed to raise
the head area in c ii Roxy's hou ea well a ' Go-to-Hell Kitty's room. We haven t heard from
Midge (prop ), but I'm ure he on top of thing -perhap wi hful thinking. Her father i very
ill as weJI o we've been commiserating about dying parent . Intere ting how people go through
similar experiences at the same time.
Mike's dad is still not doing well and the family is discussing moving him into a nursing
home once a space becomes available. So far, the closest available room is in Bangor. I'm not
sure that's the best spot- too far away. I'm feeling more than a little stressed. Thankfully,
MSAD #53 ha a couple of days off mid month. It correspond with Chicago' show opening.
Perhap I can get caught up duri ng for a bit then. (Yeah ... right).
Still haven't talked with Chad about Joseph, but he aid he's Ii tened to the music - a step
in the right direction!
15 October, 2006
Well, so far, I've worked as the production manager (Joan conveniently becomes MIA
during our craziest week) and I have to find time to meet with Anne to program lights. For a
"professional LD", as she call her elf, Anne eem to be incapable of pre-planning and
de igning a how. I've de igned the last two hows with her and I feel like I'm doing the bulk of
the work. I've never bad to do that with Chad. Not sure what to do about it, but I honestly don't
have the time with five rehearsals a week, rehearsing after school with my high school students
and working on costumes. Need to talk with Diane to find out if something else is going on aside
from the "complaint" session I hear from Bridget when she and Anne get together.
Chad and I've decided when he comes up for Chicago in a week or so we'll sit down to
discuss Joseph. Can't wait!
26 October, 2006
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Chad anives today!!! So glad I ve had a few days to get thing pulled together for Jo eph
and the current how - Chicago. Hopefully we'll be able to begin planning in eame t and I'U be
able to get a good portion of ection one completed.
We' ve had one costume ' glitch ' - Kettie doesn' like the opening number outfits for the
dancer . It doe n t fi t her "vi ion . Well we had ketches and Marion went through the fabric
amples with everyone on the terun. I'm beginning to think' Mama Keltie" doesn t like the color
of the costume her daughters were given to wear. Marion ha already jumped through hoop. for
Heather who i five months pregnant and beginning to how. Of course Heather feels he hould
be in a more form fitting outfit (She think. she look fat) and Diane well, my producer i rnady
to have a nervou breakdown. I think she going to kill me for hiring four choreographer . (l
make the fifth!).
After three sleeples night we ve begged borrowed and created a black, sliver and
white palette that fit the how concept and make everyone happy - including the dancers. It
doe fit the mood of the opening number a little better. I'm glad everyone i happy - it make for
a better how. Dancing, acting and music are rock olid. It hould be a Light how. Marion has
pulled off yet another co tumi11g miracle!
29 October, 2006
Ok - I 11 only be able to explain a portion of what I've experienced the past three days
becau e it' impo . ible to capture the fo ll effect on paper.
Chad atTived late Thursday night and watched a p01tion of the run through. He was NOT
happy! Most of the lights were poorly focu ed, ome till not hung and many instruments not
gelled. It just looked awful. Anne tiU hadn't programmed the how ru1d it appeared as though
he loaded lider with ome "looks .ii1 an attempt to run the how that way. What the hell was
he thinking?!!! I Chad, Evan Diane, Bridget, Randy Begin and I tayed up until 2:00 am. At that
point, everyone left except Evan Chad and I. We pent the rest of the night refocu ing regelling, re-hanging and programming the boru·d. When Anne showed up the next day we had a
completely different looking show. It wa beautiful! Anne, however wasn' t happy. After a loud
verbal confrontation with Diane, Anne walked out. Chad and I pent the re t of the day
programming cue . I don't think Evan will be able to walk for the next two day a he pent the
last 48 hour up u·addling the ladder. We had to hold the hou e open call for five minutes tom
complete the progranuning and I had no oppottunity for a dry run call. I did di cover that I could
still pu ll an all-night and call a tight how. I wouldn t recommend it, however.
The show appears to be a succes with the audience . We' ve sold out two performances
and talk on the street i ' wonderful. Glad I cast dancer from three different dance companies.
They're all bringing their friends to ee the show. I'm sure that account for half the ticket ales.
Chad and I have yet to talk about Joseph. We will mo t likely have to do a lot of the
"di cussion ' on-line. I'm thankful he was around to fix Chicago's lighting disaster. l m thinking
ome leep might be in order.
Midge' father pa sed away opening night. She received the call just as he arrived. Two
run crew members and my as i tant tage manager, Todd checked prop . It' been a rough show
to birth". I don' t believe we' ll see her for the rest of the how nm. It' strange how we are both
experiencing similar issues dming thi how. Mike dad ha been in and out of the ho pital.
Since he is the only son in the area, it' s been up to him to deal with most of the i sue his mother
ju. t can t face.
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1 December, 2006
Mike's dad is failing fast. Mike's spent every night at the nursing home. I've been able to
kip out during my prep periods to ee Dad as well. Whatever down time we have is now spent at
the nur ing home. I've done nothing at home or school. We're just waiting.
5 December, 2006
Mike's father passed away today. The funeral will be this weekend. Everything is on hold
until things settle down.
12 December, 2006
Diane has all the Joseph audition material. She will take care of getting the information
out to newspapers, etc. I believe Joan will not be working as Production Manager for much
longer. Diane needs technical help and upport-hard to come by in Central Maine. Evan has
beef!. helping temporarily, but I think he II come on board and fill in the gap Joan ha. n't been
able to fulfill, perhap freeing Diane up for the capital campaign.
Chad and I are meeting during our Christmas break to discuss design and how concept.
He has also agreed to help the Opera Hou e during his break a well a create the light de:·ign for
Anatomy of Gray. l ve compleled casting for my high chooJ one act The Legend of Sleepy
Hollow. Thi hould be fnn - working on three hows at the ame time. Haven t U'ied that one
yet! I'm not even picking up the FAME FOREVER script until after I get the designs for Joseph
complete.
6 January, 2007
Chad has some rough sketches complete and we're well on our way. Auditions will take
place in a week. We're going to have to chedule additional time for children callbacks.
Additional time will also take into consideration children who cant make the audition times
selected. Amy Peterson, my musical director' wife, wiU be helping out with the children
chorus. Jo eph is different from all the mu ical Mike and I have directed to date. The score is
completely ung-through with no dialogue to move the toryline forward. With the intricate
harmonie , there will be additional vocal work needed. Translation: more than the three
scheduled musical rehearsals we've normally scheduled. To top everything off, the score we've
received from R&H is horrible. Mike i very di appointed with the music. The hannonie are
limited and there appear to be 'musical hole where egues into the next number abruptly end
rather than tran ition smoothly into the next number. We've made an artistic deci ion to enhance
the score we've been sent so we can replicate the Donny Osmond track as much as possible.
Mike feels anything less will compromise the show's musical integrity. We also know most
audiences today are familiar with the most recent musical version of the show. Since we have
four musical rehearsals a week already scheduled, I'm concerned there may not be enough time
for choreography. This should be an action item to be discu sed at the next production meeting.
Auditions for the Children's choru will take place January 201h followed by foanired principals
January 21 51 from 1:00 - 3:00 and female chorus member (with any additional children'
chorus) from 3:00 - 5:00. The final audition date is cbeduled for January 22°d from 6:00 - 8:30.
I have a sneaking suspicion that we may need an additional date; however, callbacks will need to
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take place ASAP. I'm already losing time due to stage availability and Anatomy of Gray's
performance.
24 January, 2007
Mike i thrilled with the vocal quality for the potential brother candidates. [f my musical
director i happy, I'm happy. Natalya found enough "dancer in the pool to make her happy.
I'm slightly worried about the children' chorus. We were hoping for about fifty, but we'll be
lucky to get forty. I'd rather have "quality" than "quantity". I'll peak with Amy and find out
how she feels and whether we need to recruit more students.
12 January, 2007
Chad called me minutes after watching the profes ional tour of Jo eph and the Amazing
Technicolor Dreamcoat. He thought the light were incredible, but overall wa. n' t that impre sed
with the show. He al o ·aid be thought my idea of a emi-circular deck wa. brilliant a it would
go qµite nicely with his lighting concept - a rock concert! Thi hould be an intere ting looking
show! We'U be meeting on Sunday.
28 January, 2007
I think I've got a ca t. We 11 begin the proce of calling and finding out whether people
will accept the offered roles. I've limited the cast ize (Diane i happy) and included a few
people in ''extra" roles. These individual will work the prop portion of the show add to the
vocal chorns and work a 'rw1 crew".
Our first rehearsal is scheduled for February 18th - a read-through with principals - no
mu ic. The cast will be reading the lyrics, a new twist for those who are expecting music. We've
divided the rehear als into three mu ical groupings. One day is dedicated strictly to children's
music. All cast members are being asked to give us schedule conflicts up front and I'll plan
blockings around major conflicts. There are a total forty tentative rehearsals cheduled - this
include the children' s cboru . Since February and April school break fall in the middle of this
process, we've already taken into con ideration missing children. I also have two brothers who
will be missing during these break and one brother who i leaving for hi fortieth birthday
celebration. I've told him he could certainly go as long as he promise to return with a tan!
Chad and I continue to email back and forth. I'm going to include a few of those in the
production journal. I just love that kid and I'm soooooo proud of his work.
9 February, 2007
I'm leaving this weekend with Diane for New York to meet with David to discuss FAME
FOREVER. No rehearsal this weekend as people as still being notified regarding roles. I'm
hoping we can get all our cast members, but I'm sure a few people will decline a not everybody
got the role they wanted.
13 February, 2007

J
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Back from my whirlwi_nd NY trip with my luggage. Diane wa n't o lucky. Her uitca e
never showed up in Po11land o we're thinking it just stayed on the plan and went back to NY!!
Diane is from NY originally so I had a built in guide. She took me to a few of her favorite places
to shop and eat. (I think I like Sephora makeup counter the be t).
David is gracious and kind. I immediately liked him. And while quiet spoken and rather
shy, it is clear he i passionate about hi new project. Diane noticed how animated he became
when I talked about the how' s concept. ''Ye , you have it! ' he kept repeating. Ive promi ed to
end him pie of the set design when those are finalized. Diane will be bu y with her capital
campaign and raising money for this show. Smart man- the theatres who agree to take on the
musical's prod_uction are offering him a Jot of free "workshopping" and advertisement. I have
decided to go to Glasgow and watch the world premier. I think it will be important to follow the
show development as I've already received a third script revision and econd mu ical revision.
Having an opportunity to talk with another director as well as cast member should only make
our production stronger.
Have I mentioned how much I liked the food in New York?! The cheesecake is the best YUM! We were able to catch a show-The Drow y Chaper01~. What a fun show! Nothing we
could tackle in Central Maine, but definitely an amusing toe-tapping musical filled with great
production values.
18 February, 2007
Fir tread thorough today. Mea w-ement sheets have been created and I have two people
on board to help. Marion i busy wo1:king on MCI competition costume so he unavailable.
I've al o made a few handout : show hi tory, the brother's family tree and initial co tume
sketch . I'm not ure, but I think I'm nervou .
One note: Marioni al o taking two week off to vi it her daughter Kate in NY o I won't have
her help for at least three week . I 11 have to take on some of the costume construction. I'm really
beginning to worry about getting everything completed for both shows - competition and thesi .
While I loved directing Anatomy of Gray, it probably would have been wiser to pass that how
on to omeone else. I'm also preparing for FAME. That created enough tress. UGH!
19 February, 2007
Ok - I cant believe this - "Jo eph (Dean Neal) came to the fir t rehear al wi.th 95% of
his mu ic memorized. I could ee the cast' faces when it wa his turn to sing and the libretto at
in his lap - unopened. If the rest of the rehear al chedule goe like tbi , I might enjoy the
proces ! JiUajn my narrator is unavailable today. She was a bit of a handful during Into the
Woods (can you spell "Diva'?). I'm not sure if thi i going to be a plea ant a process as 1 had
hoped for. Dean will be the bright light.
25 February, 2007
Mike ha decided to load all of the mu ic into hi computer in order to break the parts
down for cast member and "create" the mu ical cores (ba ed on the Donny Osmond recording)
for our show. I'm ure it's highly illegal, however, I told him to make sure to include enough
notes from the rented core to look like be was creating 'rehear al libretto "for the cast. He

•
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pent the week calling three branche of Rodger and Hammer tein trying to gain more
information about the orche tration. He has been told the following:
1) Yes, the rental version does not match the late t recording (Donny Osmond).
2) No, there are no orchestration that match that recording
3) Yes, they do know there are other orchestrations "out there", however, these
orchestrations are not the ones licensed by R & H.
Meanwhile, Todd brother ' Naptali", has worked on Broadway, and poke to a friend to
see if we can find out who we could contact to get the "Donny" vocal arrangement for the show.
Mike is not happy. Translation: I'm not happy either!!
1 March, 2007
I haven't written in a while a I m thick into my competition eason. I love the Sleepy
Hollow concept and the co tumes are beautiful. The late 1700' · i a beautiful co tume period.
Marion ha out-done her. elf. I ve been spending almost every waking hour working on the et,
gathering prop and sewing the co tume Marion won't be able to create. The student look like
they have ju t popped out of a storybook. Since the how i. written a story theatre (a trong
acting . tyle for my kiddos), things are looking good. One on-going problem i my lead - he's
like a loose canon. I'm never ure where he is in the acting proce s, ometime he doesn t show
up, he appears angry ALL the time and so far I've Jost him to three detention ! UGH!
Overall,.it been a good day; rehear als after school for the one-act rehearsals thi
evening for Joseph. The voices sound great. Mike has been killing himself entering all the mu ic
into the computer. It's a Long, laborious project· however, the harmonic are beautiful. So very
different from what we were ent.
Todd discovered that the 'Donny Osmond Jo epb music" i indeed around. In fact
Donny own it! Hmmmm .... Diane ha called our wig maker, Ja on to ee if he can get a copy of
the score. Jason works in Las Vega and one of hi models is Donny' niece. He· al o going to
check and . ee if Donny' multicolored coat i available. He heard Donny has that as well. (l rn
beginning to think it pay to "know' people!)
7 March, 2007
Mike is going to be attending to the music rehearsals without me. I'm in the middle of
MCI's "Upweek" and I need to let Joseph go for a bit while I attend to The Legend of Sleepy
Hollow. And what can I say- they re high school students o the proce sis much like "herding
cats . There are too many logi tical is ue to deal with at the moment. We spent last Saturday at
the host school hanging light pecial , reviewing the chool s et up and strike rule , etc. I m
still collecting perm.is ion lips and the how still hasn t gelled the way it should. I don' t think
the tudent "get' the story they're suppo ed to be telling. We' ve read the story, watched two
movies , and done all sorts of character development. I'm not ure what to do next. Vi ually, the
how is stunning, ju t stunning. The acting challenges we're dealing with is poor diction and
projection. Thankfully we re competing against quite a few weak teams and the house is rather
small. With luck, they will be heard in that house. Is it awful of me to hope that we don't go on
to State Finals? I just have so much going on and I'm feeling overwhelmed.
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13 March, 2007
Crap- we won. We walked away with best costumes, props and four cast members on
the All Festival Cast list. Now I have another two weeks of site visits, tech, rehearsals and
dealing with the same cast dynamics - which are rather strange, to say the least. I'm looking
forward to attending the children's rehearsal tomorrow. Feels like I haven't been to a Joseph
rehearsal for months.
17 March, 2007
States are finally over!!! We didn't place, however, we didn't lose - 4th isn't too shabby.
We received commendations for costumes, props and set, choreography and two cast members
made all festival cast! I'm relieved. Now I can concentrate on Joseph.
18 March, 2007
The choreography is wonderful! Natalya is so clever and we've had fun tying the scenes
she's choreographed together with the scenes I've done. I had a dream the other night about the
"Grovel, Grovel" scene. I think Natalya might be impressed. I'm not sure whether the brothers
will like it. As Todd said the other day, "If it's the second act, we're on our knees". They have all
purchased knee pads. Good thinking.
The set is coming along. I'm worried about the light towers and getting the lights hung in
time for Chad to tech. Evan doesn't appear to be too worried. However, he has double booked
himself and is now directing and acting in an ACAT production that happens to go up at the end
of this month. What was he thinking??!!! I spoke to him about the status of the set and lights and
he didn't seem to be too worried. I guess the next step is to speak with Diane.
Now that competition is over, Marion and I have gone through all my fabric and pulled
for specific designs. I've been buying fabric for the past year and a half in preparation. We will
have to purchase a few specialty items but we have enough material to create almost 90% of the
show. We will need to locate additional stitchers. There is no way Marion will be able to sew the
entire show and there aren't many items we can pull. My sketches were researched over the
summer and fall. As an additional reference source, Marion and I did sit down and watch the
movie with Donny. I would like to get started on the construction as soon as possible. Diane has
the names of a few people who are interested in helping. We are also looking at two "all calls"
where people will bring scissors, pins, etc. and help cut. I think Marion is also hoping for a few
stitchers as well. The assembly line suggestion will work, I think. Bridget has decided to include
a "props workshop" into the schedule, so those who would like to be a part of the fun but don't
sew can come and help too.
19 March, 2007
Mike seems to be having a problem with the women's chorus. He says they're "whining".
I think it's an example of what can happen when a chorus has too much time on their hands. A
quick assessment: the women are triangulating with each other and complaining about "little
things" (Mike's words) such as "not feeling part of the rehearsal process", "haven't had enough
musical rehearsals" and picking on other cast members! Geesh, these are adults, right? Yup, it's
sad, but one of the female chorus members (and yes, a rather odd woman), is being "othered" by
the rest of the women! She is completely ostracized by the larger group, sits alone most of the
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time and at moments, appears to have conversations with herself - and nobody else. Yes, I
believe we have cast a crazy woman - at least someone with mental health issues. She has a
beautiful voice, however, and when Diana is fully involved with the story, she is wonderful to
watch. I must admit, I've fielded two 6:00 am telephone calls from her- both times she had
'suggestions on how to make the show better'.
On the flip side, I can understand why she scares the other women. Her behavior is
strange and usually when we don't understand someone, we fear them. So far, Diana has sent me
two emails, thanking me for making her part of the cast. She is also one of the few women who
seem to be positive ALL the time. I guess the rest of them will have to put up with her because
I'm not firing her (as has been suggested by other chorus members).
We've decided to call a few additional rehearsals and I'm going to be addressing the
group - women in particular - to talk with them about their role in the storytelling process. I'm
thinking they might be under some misimpression that the show is about them (the wives). Have
they read the biblical version? The biblical story doesn't mention the "wives" at all and surprise they aren't a big part of the stage work. Actually most of the musical notation and stage direction
calls for "off-stage" voices. When they find out we've re-blocked and designed to get them onstage far more than the original stage directions call for, maybe they will be grateful! We do have
a few women who are part of the dance chorus. They have not been a problem! Bridget, the
office manager, and someone I believe to be part of the uprising, is pissed. She wants Diana
gone. Ha! That's why I get to be the director! I'm keeping Diana around just to make Bridget's
life miserable. It will be my little joke with the universe.
Diana stopped me one more time to mention how grateful she was to be included in the
show. She knows her behavior makes others uncomfortable, I'm sure. She seems awfully lonely.
Hey, she doesn't have a knife and doesn't appear to be angry so I'm thinking she's not
dangerous. And if she does go off the deep end, I'll just make sure she's pointed in the 'right
direction' .
31 March, 2007
Ok, is there some sort of cloud of disaster over my head? This year would have tested Job
and there doesn't appear to be an end of problems in sight? How can someone on one hand, be so
blessed to be offered a U.S. Premier and then have more disasters happen to her thesis show in
the other?! !
Marion is moving!!! She called to tell me the news and then added she would be leaving
at the end of the week. Her husband accepted a job offer in Buffalo New York. Marion is leaving
for two weeks to go look for homes, come back and then leave for another brief time period.
Crap. I'm not sure how we'll get the costume construction completed without her. I've taken
over all the coordination. She has promised to take on a couple of the specialty items such as
Joseph's loin cloths, the narrator's outfit and the Pharaoh's outfit. The skirts and women's
blouses have been divided between two women. I'm sewing all the brothers' shirts and pants.
Another woman has taken on the hats. We have two female chorus members sewing boot covers
and another woman have volunteered to work on the Do-Wop skirts. We are actually "recycling"
costumes from Chicago for a couple of numbers. They will be re-designed to fit into the Joseph
world.
Marion is one of the few friends I have in the area. I am usually in the classroom or the
theatre. Any social time is spent with actors or other people who work in the field. It's a rare
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moment that I'm out socializing with anyone other than Marion or Diane. We both love
costumes and fabric. (I mean, how many people will go "fabric shopping" instead of "clothes
shopping"?!) I've had all of her children in my theatre program. One has even gone on as a
musical theatre major. What am I going to do without her? Fabric shopping won't be nearly as
fun.
1 April, 2007
Production deadlines have been adjusted as follows:
April 13th - set completed
April 15th - light htmg
April 19th - Chad arrive
April 21st - all production elements complete
Sound appears to be all set. Cathy and her sister-in-law will be working the show as Jeff
is in the pit. There is a danger here: Cathy is deaf in one ear. I find the sound quality slightly
uneven when she runs a show. I' 11 try to keep on top of it from the light table. Jeff has also rented
two powered speakers for the balcony as it appears ticket sales are healthy.
7 April, 2007
Where to begin .... my husband surprised me with a birthday party. Something I would
have rather forgotten about and definitely nothing I had time for. Sounds ungrateful I know, but
with costumes to sew and rehearsals to plan, I'm right out straight. Diane had promised Mike
weeks ago that I would be available for this party. Little did she realize that I added two Saturday
choreography rehearsals! Evan left the celebration early to oversee the rehearsal. I was forbidden
to attend.
9 April, 2007
The brothers are a delight! What a group. I LOVE the way they work together. The vocal
blends are wonderful. They are making character discoveries every single day! Coupled with
Natalya's choreography, there are some scenes that just dance off the stage and grab you in the
audience. I love them!
Still waiting to hear about the set and getting the rental equipment so we can set up.
There seems to be a conflict about the previously schedule Move-in Day. Evidently Bridget has
been working with the Waterville Main Street group and they have decided to use the opera
house for a karaoke night. Diane is wild!!!! Bridget appears to have maneuvered around Diane
and booked the last free weekend. The weekend Joseph is supposed to move in!!!
I'm furious. We all agreed we would allow at least three weeks for production on the
stage. At this rate, we won't be able to move in until the beginning of next week- setting
everything behind. The weekend volunteers we had ready to go will have to wait until next
weekend to help. I'm not even sure some of them are available. Grrrrr - we'll be further behind.
I've located a genie lift from a local rental business that we can use for free anytime. If we are
unable to get the genie into the stage, we have scaffolding that can be used.
Chad has received permission from his professors to leave for one week and work this
show. He will be borrowing some of the Opera House's equipment for a few of the college
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shows so maybe this is UConn's way of saying "thanks". So far Chad and I have been able to
quite a bit of work via email and over the phone. It will be good to have him here.
11 April, 2007
The show is coming along. We have run parts of both acts. My narrator still doesn't know
her lyrics. I spoke with her this evening after everyone left, discussing the importance of her role
as the thread "conduit" of the story. She told me she knows everyone else's line (again, doesn't
she get it?! She just needs to know HER lines.) She feels she's having a "difficult time
connecting with the role". (huh?!) I think she wants to be the center of the attention. I frequent} y
have to remind her about her original blocking even though I've spiked her spot. She's
consistently missed the same entrance every night. She NEVER shows up for notes and leaves
her prop food on the set!! This is a woman who worked as a professional actor!!! YIKES! If I
could replace her I would in a heartbeat. She has a fabulous voice and at this point in the game,
it's a little too late. I'm thinking Chad is going to be lighting "around" the narrator.
I've decided Jillain is a "diva" actor who needs a little more attention from me so I'll do
what I need to do to get through the show. This may kill me yet!
13 April, 2007
Mike, Amy Diane and I are going to Portland tomorrow to see Ted Neeley in Je u Christ
Super tar. This professional tour is the reason why my thesis show is Joseph and not the one I
spent two summers planning. I'm so hoping that the show is worth it. I could have saved myself
a whole lot of time - especially with the show research. Ah well, I'll be ready to direct the show
sometime in the future.
15 April, 2007
Bridget spoke to me today about backing out of the show. In her own words, "I'm feeling
stressed. I really should concentrate on finishing the props. My heart just isn't in the production".
Then, she had the nerve to ask me if her bowing out of the production this late in the game would
be a problem. Is she for real? Here's the deal: we are less than three weeks out and yes, it will be
a problem. Natalya has choreographed her into three numbers and the number of wives would be
compromised. (Now we're down two wives.)
I personally think she's still mad about the karaoke issue and the stink I raised when the
production schedule was compromised. This is her way of 'pay-back' I'm sure. I guess I'll leave
the choice up to her, but she'll never be cast in another show I'm directing if she does drop out.
16 April, 2007
I've made an appointment with our "Joseph" to get his wig shaped and cut for his head
size. I've also included an appointment for Dean to have his brows shaped and body tanned. He
knows he has to shave his body hair. The things we do in the name of "theatre". I'm thinking I
should be scheduling time for a massage - for me!
Dean's been a great sport about the whole thing and while I use to think he was rather
shy, I've come to discover otherwise. I honestly think he's been enjoying the attention he's been
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getting recently - e pecially during Act II when he's not wearing a whoJe lot! I've never ·een so
many women (and a few young men) in the house during pre-show. Dean's a wonderful role
model: walking marks, checking props, etc.
I've informed my double ca. t brothers (those cast as Egyptian dancers) that they too must
have their che t m111 and leg hair. While they weren't too happy at first, I think it's become
another bonding ritual! The other night, I overheard a few of them talking about how to avoid
razor burn on their leg . W110 would have thought!
18 April, 2007
The children sound wonderful. Amy has done a wonderful job and I think she enjoys
working with her husband. Their daughter, Rosemary, knows aJl the lyrics. I could add her into
th~ grouping but I m afraid Jillain would want her daughter in the show and MolJy isn t half as
welJ behaved a Rosemary. (I think he' a high maintenance as her mother!!!)
The children are the one part of production we could have opted out of becau e they are
con idered optional, but I'm o glad we didn't. Michael's harmonies are exqui ite. I love their
sweet voices. My four boy are completely outnumbered and completely 'mothered' by the
older girls. There are quite a few cru he going on. 1 can ee it in a few of the little girls' eye
and hear it in their giggJes. The boy love it! My 'lshmaelites" are excited about their co tume a camel prop that i worn! So far, there have been no major is ue with thi group. We ve had a
few MIA early in the rehearsal proce , but after a tem email letter from Diane, all have been in
attendance. I think we' ll have a few out for April break thi week.
19 April, 2007
The light towers are a beast! My ense i that we're not going to be ready for tech on
Sanirday but Evan keep a suring me that we' ll be ready. When exactly are they going to find
the time to hang and focu ? The plan was to make sure everything was ready to go by the time
Chad arrived o he could build cues and we 11 be ready to tech.
I had to re-paint the tage tonight after rehearsal. Our volunteers were very nice, but the
stage didn't look close to what Chad designed. Nicky and I pent three hour "fixing their work.
Ouch!! My back was creaming after two hours of bending over. I'm not looking forward to
tomorrow.
Costumes are coming along. I've had to put my pottion aside while 1 problem olve the
et. I'm al ·o glad that one of my tudent Kyle decided to make co tume design a part of his
enior project. He i finishing up on a few of the brother' vests and a few more pants. Thank
god! It has eriously cro sed my mind that a few brothers might be onstage in their b-day uit ! !
We decided to rent Joseph' coat and while it doesn't have the color design I would like,
it does have a train that I've decided to fly at the end of the show. Chad loved the idea! He
thought our "picks" could be star representations and he's sending me a quick rendering.
21 April, 2007
We cancelled our tech today. When I walked in at 8:30 and almost stepped on Evan who
wa wrapped in a drop, I thought it might be in the how's be: t intere t if we topped, re-grouped
and figured out what hould be tackled fir t. I hate calling people in for a rehearsal that we're not
prepared to run. Emergency email were sent out and we called people to come in and help.
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Somehow, I knew we weren't quite ready. I stayed all day and most of the evening.
We've decided to run tech tomorrow evening (Sunday) for Act I. Chad should be ready with
some rough cues by the evening. Cast members will be running the show musically in the
afternoon and we can run choreography and major numbers during the evening.
I'm exhausted. It will be a miracle if this show ever gets completely put together by
opening night. I'm leaving for Glasgow on Sunday so any corrections that need to be made will
have to be done before I go. There will be no time to "fix" anything before Scott arrives to
adjudicate.
22 April, 2007
Room assignments have been made and actors have begun moving into their dressing
rooms. Still missing various costume pieces, but things on that front are about 90% complete.
The lights and props are still another story.
First act ran from 6:39 to 7:19. We ran right through so the show ended promptly at 8:00.
I was impressed. From a directing perspective, I don't' have many "fixes". The following issues
should be addressed:
• Acting: Children's entrance: stop at rail and move onto stage beginning on musical cue.
1. Dean - watch upstaging yourself with children. Feet and shoulders - same direction.
2. Dean - take time getting up from praying ("Close Every Door"). It shouldn't
be a race!
3. Evan - Eye focus!! Audience needs to see your face during the storytelling.
Please don't look upstage at Joseph. Wait for him to come to you.
4. Tracy and Joe - PLEASE don't jump up and down when your lost brother is
discovered!
5. Narrator-DS Right and Left (anchor comers). Hit your marks!
6. Re-block "Dreamcoat" ending with Joseph and Narrator. (Jillain - DS !)
• Costumes: Ishmaelites (need some!), Joseph: headband is falling over his eyes, Butler: do
you have the costume? Blue socks and sneakers - dye complete?
• Prop issues: Abacus for Pharaoh, wooden chair? Prop bags for children's chorus - does
everyone have one?
• Logistics -Reminder to email cast on Upweek rehearsal times.
• Set - Where are the pillars?
• Tech1. 3rd Electric border needs to be raised.
2. Black gaff on SR pipe
3. Pull back side drops - Can't see children's decks
4. Leave curtain open. Close only
23 April, 2007
Hmm, I should have been expecting this: Bridget has mysteriously "injured" her ankle
and is unable to perform. Right. Well, this sealed the deal for her in any other productions I may
be directing in the future at the Opera House. Little does she realize that one of the other women
overheard her telling a close friend in the production that she was going to drop out. My money
is on a" miraculous healing" by the week's end.
·
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Show run: 90 minutes
Notes:
• Children's chorus entrance - needs tweaking. Work on timing, listen to the music. Move
on downbeat. Follow lyrics direction. Ex: "In the east" - look to the east. React to words
"crash", "flash". Lift berets on "Those Canaan Days" to lyric cue. Check prop bags!
• Brothers - timing of circular walk to "Egypt". Begin RT foot lead.
• Jacob - Where are you? Entrance timing.
• Benjamin- Dream song -you are not suppose to be stealing focus with quick
movements and reactions.
• Costumes - women's headdresses need pinning. Butler/Baker - are you going on nude?
Hats, sunglasses and musical instruments need to be ready. Check prop table.
• Jillain - Entrance second act (Second time missed musical downbeat).
24 April, 2007
Final preparation before the orchestra arrives. Show pacing is improving. Chad has all the
lighting cues under control. We've met as close to 3:30 as possible. I only have a few changes
I'd like to make. Especially important: repeat of the dream lighting from first to second act. Also
- I'm interested in some type of "gold/warm" lighting for "Jacob Comes to Egypt". Chad says he
has something in mind.
Final touches are being completed on set and props. Still missing one or two costume
pieces, however, I'm thinking some actors aren't wearing everything as they think the "Dress
Rehearsal" is on Wednesday. Gessh ...
Show run: 88 minutes.
Notes:
• Narrator: lyrics and marks. (I'm going to sound like a broken record).
• Children's chorus - eye focus, please. Don't look around. Watch unmotivated moves.
Please don't fidget with your prop bags.
• Brothers - You rock!!
• Wives - Nice ensemble work. Need coat rehearsal. Early call for fly-in of train.
• Joseph - need to ' paint abs ' for more definition.
• Costume - hats? Where are they? Call Chri tina. We still need to sew hair extensions
into hats. Todd volunteered.
I don't have many notes. I'd like to take care of the little details now since we'll be busy
tomorrow with a lot of stop and go. The rehearsal is about what Mike wants and needs from
the orchestra. It's a great pit so I'm sure there will be fewer musical corrections than we've
had in the past. It won't be about the acting tomorrow - that's for sure.
25 April, 2007
Show run: 120+
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Too much top and go for children, lots of fidgeting. Mike s corrected the musical egues
and scene transition . Might need some vamping, but sound good overall. Women appear to be
happy (thank god) and the brnthers kick butt.
Visually the show looks good. Im hoping to hit "spectacle" in production value . Only a
few hat di. asters and brothers re-learned how to dance and move with something on their heads.
We'll have to loose a few in the second act, but Christina did a wonderful job.
Mike had lengthy musical notes: diction, projection harmonies. My job at the moment
will be to listen and support his musical vision -- while dealing with minor lighting and technical
issues.
Chad and I plan to meet at 4:00 tomorrow to review any last minute lighting changes.
The light de ign Chad created create the environments and looks we both need o we decided
that we don 't need the pot op . In tead, we' ll use them backstage as dressers, and fly crew - a
much better idea.
26 April, 2007
Show run: 92 minutes
Ready of not, we open tomorrow. Tonight everything bumped to the next level. The show
has a nice flow and things are looking good. I'm leaving Sunday. Only have two day to work on
details and fix any glaring issues before Scott arrives.
27 April 2007
What a great audience! The show came in under 88 minutes - a little too fast, but once
the adrenaline settles down, we should be fine.
I'm completely frustrated with Jillian. She STILL doesn't know her lyrics. I've spiked
the floor and she still can't hit her mark. I'm beginning to think that she's passive aggressive and
purposely undermining the show or she's trying to steal focus in the scenes. Either way it needs
to stop.
Jeff Watts is coming in to temp the stage manager's job. I trust Jeff and he'll let me know
if there are big issues to be fixed before Scott arrives. He's been shadowing most of the week.
I've typed all the lyrics into a cue book for Chad and we're using a clean copy for the prompt
book. Doree, our spot op, has a tendency to jump the cue (anticipating call ) and this doe n' t
work for the bumps. The audience stood throughout the last number (all six minutes) and we
needed to stand on chairs in order to make calls. Forget trying to see Mike's baton. I anticipated
the downbeats for a few of the cues and hoped for the best.
28 April, 2007
This is the last night before I leave for Glasgow tomorrow. Who knows what type of
show I'll have when I return? This was a tight show - everything worked: lights crashing fabric
comic bits. Even Jillain was better than usual. She only missed one lyric and actually came close
to finding her light.
I feel good about leaving. I left the cast letters in their dressing rooms and spoke to the
children's cast. I cast quite a few famil.y "units": mother/daughters, fathers/sons. One family
gave me a tour book of Glasgow as a going away gift. How sweet!
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Mike's all set for the musical brush up rehearsal next Wednesday. Evan will send out a
reminder.
5 May, 2007
Scott is here - everyone is nervous. I've received quite a few reports about the Sunday
matinee show and Friday evening's performance. Diane pulled me into her office to specifically
address the Jillain problem. Evidently she completely broke character on Sunday, forgot lyrics
Friday in a couple of different sections and blew off Wednesday's musical brush up rehearsal.
Mike was livid. I'll write more later.
6 May, 2007
The show has certainly changed. I feel like I'm looking at a completely different
production. I still think last Saturday was the tightest and most honest presentation. This one was
certainly lively. I believe the cast was working very hard to present a quality production knowing
Scott was in the audience. Perhaps they were picking up on my nervousness. Jillain didn't hit any
of her marks .... Oh well, some actors enjoy working in the dark.
Scott's notes for the evening were thoughtful and spot on. I had a difficult time trying not
to criticize Jillain and her inability to anchor the comers. Scott noticed she was frequently out of
the light and diagonals could have been more defined. It was important for.him to know that
there was light on the stage and it was focused according to our tech/blocking rehearsals. Since
Jillain never made her second act entrance on time or hit the correct mark, she spent most of the
time out of scene focus. I always got the impression that she was a frustrated director and I feel
badly that there was always some underlying tension between us. I've never had an issue
working with her before. I hope it doesn't get in the way of future projects.
Today we put the show "to bed", struck the huge towers in just over two hours, put away
costumes and celebrated with a cast party. I'm exhausted. The show broke all previous records
and is second only in attendance to Chicago. It's been a good year. Audiences are growing; the
Central Maine talent pool is developing.
My mind is spinning from my Glasgow experience and I'm frantically trying to put down
some FAME FOREVER notes for next fall's premier production. Time to move on to the next
show!
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Comments on the Show

The children choru was well u ed and added to the overall work in many ways. The
'commentary" was active and engaging. The cbiJdren chorus were aJways very focu ed and
reinforced the production. Certain aspect of the chorus were lost behind other action. i.e. the
beret waving. I would not have wanted to ee them further down stage but space is an issue.
Lighting was well done and exciting. I lo t the actors mid stage at the top of the show. It was
unclear as to whether they did not have light did not need light or just rushed the light cue. The
light at the end of the Coat was wonderful. The sidelight and Brechtian quality upport the show
well. Watch the backhght with kjrts without lips. Especially evident with the loincloths on the
men. The light eemed very often on a cooler. ide for uch a happy mu, ical.
Joseph was great. Hi eyes however read very sini ter on several occasions and often at the
bump." It is not a good picture to leave with the audience.
Sound amplification was mixed in a very strange way. The Narrator had very abra ive sound in
the first number, e31.· piercingly o. Over all the sound from others wa well balanced and
uppo1ted. The choru helped up it end of the number with good upport and sustained levels.
The co tume had a nice flavor. The overall quality of the Hebrew aesthetic was throughout
with a musicaJ theatre twist but ome of the key elements uch as prayer cloth and ta el were
mi sing. Nice integration of hat and other head pieces. One must con ider the script when
costuming. Over and over we are told the coat i lined with gold however this coat in reality was
lined with purple. I would have like to see pieces come 'from the coat when Joseph is sold into
slavery. This need "QOt be done in fact but extra pieces of fabric come on stage to be pulled and
thrown.
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Props for the show were very nicely used. The 3-dimensional sun and wheat were very nicely
done. The stars lacked similar quality.
Although limited levels were created with scenery the direction added numerous staged levels.
The levels created worked well for picturization. The actors seemed aware of the choices being
made and worked to correct the stage for full effect.
The set design limited the traffic flow slightly to the alleyway down stage. Although diagonal
lines were used through out the stage configuration limited the angle that could be employed.
The comers were generally pinned well. The narrator could have come further down right
anchoring that comer better.
The playing area is almost too small for the number of cast members, which made the blocking
of dance numbers difficult, but great choreography over all.
At times the orchestra over powered the actors. I am not sure if it was because of my location,
just the nature of the space or they were simply load.
WITHIN THE CONFINES OF THIS PARTICULAR PERFORMANCE VENUE, WAS
THIS PRODUCTION SATISFACTORY OR UNSATISFACTORY?

Very Satisfactory!
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Final Self-Evaluation
From all accounts - audience feedback, box office sales, actors' comments, Joseph and
The Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat was a resounding success. The musical placed second with
overall ticket sales second only to the Waterville Opera House's record-breaking 2006 fall
performance of Chicago. Musically and technically the show succeeded on a number of levels.
However, Joseph would never have achieved such artistic, esthetic and musical achievement
without two important factors: 1) a research-based concept statement that provided a strong
collaborative scaffold for creative design and 2) a production and technical staff dedicated to
bringing quality theatre to Central Maine audiences. And while there were many show elements
that excelled, there were some production elements that could have been more finely tuned with
a little more lead time and attention to detail.
The show's simple set was comprised of children's chorus risers and a semi-circular
ramp. This structure's purpose with to visualize the playwright's and lyricist musical concept of
an "aria de capo" - one that is both circular in nature and structure - and revealed in a line from a
song Joseph sings in the beginning of the musical and then revisits again at the end, "Any Dream
Will Do"; 'Let us return to the beginning .... any dream will do'. The ambitious light design
included four light towers, color scrollers, shin-busters and extensive backlight - all elements of
rock concert light design. The culminating design effect successfully simulated a pop-up-story
book-meets-rock-concert-look.
One issue not taken into consideration was how much time it would take to erect the
towers, hang, gel and focus lights. The Opera House, technical director and light designer had
little if no experience with the tower assembly. Complicating factors further was the cost of
renting both the towers and color scrollers. The longer the rental, the higher the show cost and
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lower the show profits. With these two challenges, four rather late days (and nights) were spent
in preparation for tech. ·Even with that intensive, concerted effort, tech day was pushed back one
day. Another challenge that impacted Joseph's production schedule was a last minute Opera
House rental. This rental delayed Joseph's set move-in by a day and a half. The technical
challenge illuminated the Opera House's need for more help and show support, as well as the
need to provide a three week lead time for all main stage productions prior to show opening.
Costumes and hats were researched and designed to fit realistically within the show
world - both historically and conceptually. Fabric design and colors were also color coded to fit
each character's personality and status. Wigs were either purchased (Egyptian maidens) or
custom made (Joseph's wig). All of the costumes were constructed except Joseph's coat and
train which were rented. The coat rental was particularly challenging. Rental packages contained
numerous variations of the coat described in the script, but none contained all necessary show
and prop elements to match the show design and color scheme. The decision to fly Joseph's coat
train was last minute and as a result, prompted a hasty design change needing picks that could
fly-in. Five star elements were added - a nod to lyrics sung in "Joseph's Dreams". Three of these
stars operated as "picks" and flew in during the last big company number for members to attach
the train at three points.
One unexpected production problem occurred when the woman heading out costume
construction had to leave five weeks out from opening due to her husband's new job. The result
left numerous costumes without a stitcher and the production without a costume coordinator. The
additional load was divided between sewing volunteers and the director. With costumes still
being completed right up until dress rehearsal, costuming details such as additional slips or
petticoats under wives skirts and transparent loincloths were overlooked in the haste of meeting
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production deadlines. With more time, fewer distractions and another set of eyes, this detail
would have been noticed and corrected.
The Waterville Opera House was built during the tum of the century. Over the years,
very little renovation has been done on the facility aside from basic rewiring, repairing a leaking
roof and replacing all the orchestra chairs. One particular production challenge is sound design
and finding enough microphones to adequately mica large cast. For Joseph, the Opera House's
usual sound technician was hired to play in the orchestra, leaving his wife and an assistant to run
the sound system. Under excellent conditions, sound is tricky, but in a 100+ year old building,
amplification can be deadly. Depending upon house size and weather conditions (a sudden rain
storm beating on a metal roof), sound quality and volume vary considerably. Another important
note, the sound technician for Joseph is deaf in one ear. As a result, sound quality from
performance to performance was never consistent. Additional speakers were added to the upper
balcony area, but out-dated house wiring sometime failed leaving audiences, in a sound void.
This last problem has already been corrected with new wiring and a more powerful speaker
system hooked up in anticipation of future productions.
Another production challenge was the musical score. Due to the popularity of Donny
Osmond's musical presentation of Joseph, audiences have come to expect the rich musical
melodies and soaring vocal ranges. To present anything less would set a show, the actors and
musicians up for failure. The rented score sent by Rodgers and Hammerstein sounded nothing
like the Donny Osmond version of the show and to make matters worse, there was no children's
or female chorus score included. Upon closer examination, many of the brothers' songs were
written without harmonies. Further inquiry into the musical discrepancy between the rental score
and latest recording revealed that while there other versions of the show out there (a direct quote
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from R&H), the company only rented one version to community theatre groups. Another actor
with ties to the New York professional theatre community also discovered that Donny Osmond
owned song rights written for his performance of the musical.
The show's musical director, Michael Peterson and the children's choral director, Amy
Peterson spent countless hours, recreating the harmonies and vocal arrangements found on
Webber's and Rice's latest recording. Since many of these arrangements needed to be re-notated
to include harmonies, musical rehearsals that traditionally introduced three and four new songs
barely covered two. This delay impacted blocking and choreography rehearsals pushing
production deadlines back even further. With hindsight, a longer rehearsal period would have
helped to alleviate the burden this additional stress.

If there was one area of the production concept that failed to be fully conceived it was the
inability to locate two sign language interpreters for our hearing-impaired audience members.
Upon further investigation, it appears that the largest organization of working deaf interpreters is
located in southern Maine. As with most specialized skills, the demand exceeds the supply. This
leaves many organizations without the ability to hire skilled interpreters for specialized services.
While inquiries were made early into the production process, it was impossible to locate two
interpreters who were available at the same time. Even then, high contract service fees and
mileage costs placed the production element out of the show's budgetary range.
The show's greatest strength and success came from the actors' quality musicianship and
willingness to put in additional rehearsal time to achieve a high level of show quality. Because
this musical is completely sung through, four musical rehearsals were scheduled versus the
traditional three normally planned. It was not uncommon to find three or four brothers asking
Natalya Getman, the show's choreographer, for additional rehearsal time or watch actors arriving
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early to work with Michael on musical harmonies. The music and the production work provided
the scaffold upon which the show's theatrical ensemble was built. The sum of the parts was
greater than the whole. And while there were moments of production frustration, the end result
culminated in a fully realized production that met with audience, actor, staff and director
approval.

I
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OPEN AUDITIONS
JOSEPH and the AMAZING TECHNICOLOR DREAMCOAT
Waterville Opera House
Directed by Debra Susi Musical Direction by Michael Peterson,
Choreography by Natalya Getman and Andrea Michaud Tracy

AUDITION DATESfflMES:
Saturday Jan 20th 2007
10:00 am
Sunday Jan.21st 2007
1:00 - 3:00 pm
Sunday Jan. 21 51 2007
3:00 - 5:00pm
Monday Jan. 2211 d 2007
6:00 - 8:30 pm

Children's chorus
Principals/featured roles
Female Chorus
General Audition

PERFORMANCES:
April 27, 28 29 & May 4, 5, 6 (Fridays and Saturdays at 7:30 PM, Sundays at 2 PM)
Written by Tim Rice and Andrew Lloyd Webber, "Joseph' is the most colorful musical ever! In
this retelling of the Biblical story Joseph is a handsome young man who is his father's favorite
child, able to interpret dreams, and the bearer of an amazing coat. These facts lead Joseph's
eleven brothers to become insatiably jealous. Thus they sell Joseph into slavery to some passing
lshmaelites. After refusing the advances of his owner's wife, Joseph is sent to jail. Once in jail,
he quickly becomes popular due to his ability to interpret dreams. The Pharaoh soon hears of
Joseph's ability and appoints him to the post of Number Two man in Egypt. Years later Joseph's
now starving brothers arrive in Egypt and ask Joseph, whom they don't recognize, for assistance.
Joseph in turn, gives li.js brothers a scare, but eventually grants them all they desire, reveals his
identity, and reunites the family.

Cast Requirements
Principals: 17 Principal Men and 1 Narrator (May be Male or Female)
Featured: 1 Featured Woman
Additional: Chorus of Men (doubled by Brothers)
Women's chorus (doubled brothers wives)
Children's Chorus (age 10-16)
Audition Requirements:
+

•
•

Principal roles must be strong singer/actors with medium to moderate dancing strength
Supporting roles must be strong singers with moderate dancing strength.
Children and wives choru must be able to carry harmony, sing on pitch, read music.

Principal Roles:
•
•
•
+

•

Narrator - storyteller ( age range 18 - 45)
Joseph -Main character, Jacob's favorite and second son. Kind, honest and handsome. Blessed
with the ability to interpret dreams and tell the future. (plays range 18- 35) tenor
Jacob - father of Joseph and brothers (plays range 60 - 99)
Pharaoh-(age range 20-35) tenor/ baritone
Reuben (Oldest brother) - Featured in "Those Canaan Days" imitates Maurice Chevalier,
baritone (25-45)

I
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Levi - (Joseph s brother) sings Country Western style, baritone (18-30)
Naphtali - (Joseph s brother) sings Calypso style, tenor (18-30)
Benjamin - youngest brother (18-28)
Potiphar-rich and evil Egyptian captain Baritone (35-55)
Mrs. Potiphar- seductive wife of Potiphar who trie to lure Joseph into bed, alto (20-40)
Baker - unfortunate man who fell out of favor with Potiphar tenor (20-35)
Butler - unfortunate man who fell out of favor with Potiphar, tenor (30-55)
Joseph remaining brothers: Simon, Tssachar, Asher Dan Zebulun, Gad, Judah
"One More Angel' Soloist (female)

Supporting Roles: -Joseph's brothers and wives chorus who play Camels, Queen
Victoria, Sphinx
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-------------------------------------

Information for Parents/Guardians of Children in a Waterville Opera House Production

Dear Parents/Guardians of a "Joseph" cast member:
Congratulations on having a talented child who has been chosen for the cast of our upcoming
production of "Joseph". We hope that being involved in community theater at the Waterville
Opera House will be a wonderful experience for you as well as your child. As with most things
of value, this will requires a certain amount of hard work and commitment on the part of your
child. Your involvement will also be necessary for your child to meet the demands that come
with the opportunity. We hope that by clearly setting forth our expectations, you will be in a
better position to decide if this opportunity is right for your family at this time.
The specific information for this production is on the other side of this letter. Please read it
carefully, and then sign, date, and tear off the form on the bottom of this letter and return it to us.
If you have any questions, please feel free to call us.
Sincerely,

Diane M. Bryan, Executive Director

I, (name),
the parent/guardian of (child's name) _ _ _ __ __ _
have read the "Information for Parents/Guardians of Children in Our Shows" and agree to help
my child fulfill her/his commitment as a member of the cast of "Joseph ".
Email address: - - - - -- - - -- - -- - - Emergency contact info: (names, numbers): - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- -- Allergies, asthma, or any medical condition that may be relevant: _ __ _ __ _ __ __

Signature of parent/guardian

Date
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